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Each year for the Nostalgia issue an introduction is published
on the first page to set the stage for including items of interest
pertaining to the theatre pipe organ during its golden era
which was the day of the silent photoplay. The following,
excerpted from an article authored by Wolf Von Eckardt,
published in the Washington Post, February 9,1972, does not
mention the King of Instruments but it does portray the
period of the movie palace in glowing terms. The theatre pipe
organ was an integral part of the movie palace, large or
small, which has survived and will continue to recreate wher
ever it is heard in future years the magnificence of this grand
golden age.
"Though purists may still hold their noses, the Golden Age

of the movie palace was a highpoint of American
architecture.

"It is the daring, I think, that engendered the love, the
daring of the old movie palaces to realize the splendor and
dizzy luxury they crossed the ocean for. And it is the daring
that makes these gaudy temples a high point of American
architecture.

"The 300 or so truly great movie palaces across the conti
nent were built in the short span between the coming of
Prohibition and the onset of the Depression. They were built
to please, nay to exult, a massive public taste, a popular
yearning for illusion and fantasy and gaudy munificence.
And in that sense, one might say, they were far more than
"cathedrals of the motion picture". They were temples of the
people. And the people loved them.

Continued on page 3
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It started as a hobby. Something to do at night and on the weekends.
But now, playing the organ is a passion.

You've gotten pretty good. More than good. Nearly professional. And
now you're ready for a new organ. One that will help you perform better
than ever.

You're ready for the Yamaha Electone 7000—the most sophisticated
"orchestra" in the world. That's right—it's more than an organ.

Thanks to Yamaha's state-of-the-art technology, the Electone 7000
reproduces the most authentic orchestral sounds. Never before has a
rhythm unit allowed you to program up to 256 bars of percussion
accompaniment—complete with break variations. And the advanced
preset system offers unbelievable versatility including the ability to change
from a jazz sound to shimmering strings, to a full theatre organ—to any of
your favorites with just the touch of a button.

Play an Electone 7000 for yourself at your Yamaha dealer. Today.
It performs so well, you wiH, too. Then the applause will be automatic.

For more information see your local Yamaha dealer or write:
Keyboard Division, Yamaha International Corporation, EO. Box 6600,
Buena Park, CA 90622.



THIS IS NOSTALGIA —continued from page 1

"The great movie palace architects did not, of course,
create a new architecture. But with a weird inventiveness,
they created new, fantastic illusions, concocted of, stolen
from every conceivable architectural style of the past.
Nothing was sacred. They stole architectural and ornamen
tal motives with equal abandon from Romanesque Cathed
rals and Angkor Wat, from Scheherazade's boudior and
Marie Antoninette's salon.

"But it took creative daring to compose these architectural
symphonies of minarets, gazebos, trellises, arches, cherubim
and seraphim, more often than not made of genuine and
costly material—bronze and marble and real Persian tiles—
and stuffed with creditable works of art, furniture, rugs and
fixtures.

"Only a few of the old palaces have survived, though they
were solidly built, often with exquisite craftsmanship....But
the speculative builders and urban renewers are rapidly
spelling the end of even the memory of a preposterous,
gaudy, phony and beautiful part of America's greatness."

PORTLAND BUFFS

AID THEATRE IN

WURLITZER

PROJECT

Installation of a large Wurlitzer
theatre pipe organ in the Portland
Paramount Theatre, which is being
refurbished as the performing arts
center for the city, is being backed
by Portland Chapter of the Ameri
can Theatre Organ Society.

Spearheaded by Dennis Hedberg
and Joe Gray, the chapter is seek
ing support from leading perform
ing arts center and civic auditorium
executives who have been involved
in theatre organ installations and
have come to appreciate what the
addition of such an instrument does
for a community involved project.
The Portland project goes

beyond merely donation of the large
theatre pipe organ. Funds for its
installation are also included in the

offer.
The organ in question is an excel

lent Wurlitzer, one of the most fam
ous built by the North Tonawanda
firm, and much larger than the origi
nal four-manual, 20-rank Publix
No. 1 model that was installed in the
house. An organ of this magnitude
would establish Portland on par
with other cities that have accepted
donations of theatrically styled
instruments.

In soliciting written or telephonic
aid from other performing arts exec
utives, Hedberg and Gray are send
ing copies of a letter they wrote to
the Editor of the Portland Orego-
nian, leading daily, which published
it, and in which they cite a need for
having such an instrument:
"Generations of all ages who

have heard the magnificent sound
of a Wurlitzer theatre pipe organ
know it to be pure happiness. A
strong interest in theatre pipe
organs is evidenced by their inclu
sion in the performing arts com
plexes in Oakland, Calif., Wichita,

Continued on page 12

UNSUNG SING OUT—Bill Exner unwraps a special Doppel Flute
that will serve as a reminder of his association with "a great bunch"
when he is situated in his new Seattle, Washington home. The special
pipe has mounted on it a brass plaque and was handed to Exner at the
Los Angeles Orpheum Theatre Saturday morning, October 23rd.
Story and additional photos are published on page eight of this issue.

Ledwon Inked For Rockette Show;
Will Play 56 Performances
John Ledwon, well-known theatre organist and ATOS National official,

was named to play the 4/73 Shrine Auditorium Moller pipe organ with the
large orchestra that will provide music for the Radio City Music Hall
Christmas Spectacular starting November 30th and running through
December 31st.
Ledwon noted that he had to renew his American Federation of Musi

cians membership again since he had let it lapse when he became an
instructor in the city school system. Rehearsal time will be held to a
minimum, but since he has played this particular organ for many years at
Shrine family shows, he is well acquainted with it and understands the great
time lag between the two chamber areas; one chamber is located approxi
mately one-half city block away from the console.

L.A. DAILY PUBLICIZES OLD TOWN
With advertising rales as astronomical as they are today, the theatre

organ scene in general suffers commercial publicity which isn't exactly a
boon to the great instrument. But that drawback was washed out in the Los
Angeles Times edition of Friday, November 9th with the publication of a
story about Old Town Music Hall and Bill Coffman, one of the co-owners of
the revival movie theatre in El Segundo, Calif.

In its large theatre section, the newspaper devoted three of a four-column
page to the theatre and its Wurlitzer. In conjunction with the story there was
a large photo showing Coffman in front of the console.
Coffman described the organ and how it is used to accompany silent film

presentations on Friday and Saturday nights and Sunday afternoons. He
was quoted as saying—"It's a shame that Wurlitzer accompaniment
became obsolete with the invention of sound films. It really is an art in
itself."

TIME BOMBED!

Wurlitzer Company "Shocked"
By Magazine Article; Firm
Plans To Stay In Business

In response to an article headlined "Sour Note," appearing in the
October 11th issue of Time magazine, which all but buried the famous
musical instrument firm, the Wurlitzer Company has refuted the story and
noted "Wurlitzer management is shocked over Time's expression of gloom
and doom for the company."

George B. Howell, President and Chief Execuitive Officer said, "1 am
surprised and dismayed that a reputable publication like Time would center
an article around a quote out of context with resulting gross reporting
inaccuracies."

Contrary to the incorrect statements and gray pallor of the article,
Wurlitzer is right on track with its priorities of marshalling cash, reducing
costs, and introducing new products in today's difficult operating climate
for the music business.

Despite a four percent Net Worth Covenant default in September 1981,
Wulitzer has at aU times met all loan maturities on schedule. Within the past

Continued on page 37

CHICAGO
MAYBE

RAZED!

Owners of the giant Chicago
Theatre in the Loop applied Friday,
November 12, for a city permit to
demolish it and the adjacent Page
Building.
As word of the move by Plitt

Theatres, Inc. spread, vcirious
groups that have been supporting
the Chicago Theatre Trust in its
long range plan to keep the magnifi
cent structure as a performing arts

unwraps a special Doppel Flute started marshalling forces to
association with "a great bunch" stage a fight to keep the house

;le, Washington home. The special 'nt^t.
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Longhair Editor
Solves T,0. Mystery

Anthony Baglivi, Editor of The
American Organist, which is the
official publication of the American
Guild of Organists, has solved a
theatre organ mystery. The mys
tery: What was the name of the
motion picture that had a "killer
organ"? This question was asked in
the August issue of this publication.

Editor Baglivi's answer: Mr.
Dynamite, produced in 1935 by
Universal Pictures, 72 minutes run
ning time, starring Jean Dixon and
Edmund Lowe. "Edmuund Lowe
plays a detective known as Mr.
Dynamite and Jean Dixon is his
wise-cracking assistant. There is a
gun set up within the organ
chamber as described in The Con
sole. When they enter the chambers
to make this discovery, many shots
of the pipes are shown.



Charles Theobalds

and trade witnessed Jack Courtnay
play his solo on The World's First
Luminous Organ as it was billed at
the Capitol Cinema in Forest Hill,
London.

A new three-manual console had
been installed in place of the pre
vious two decker that was part of
the original organ in 1929. The
console was sited on the left side of
the pit, something rare as we know
the vast majority were to be placed
in central pit area by far the most
effective location.

Not only did the public enjoy the
event immensely, but the industry
could see a revolution tciking place
in presentation. On the 7th of
October the Plaza Stockport 11 -
rank Compton rose it triumph—the
first purpose-built organ with the
new Luminous Console, and the
next night the Princess, Dagenham,
Essex, Compton rose amidst great
applause and excitement. It
stopped the show!

Prides geared themselves up, for
Comptons had a hit to add to their
undoubted success. The Plaza Sou-
thamdpton Compton launched on
the 11th of October was equipped
with the new wonder luminous
organ, and the year ended on
December 8th at the Morden
Kinema.
Frank Mitchell and his directors

at Compton felt that such a daunt
ing task as designing these massive
surrounds was costly and time con
suming, and that the chief designer
and technical head of F. H. Pride
was a young man far better suited to
such a job. His name was Charles
Theobalds. He had already
designed a great many of the finest
theatre light fittings and equipment
for the leading circuits.
On May 1, 1933, the Compton

of the Playhouse Cinema in Wind
sor rose with a most splendid curved
affair called The Cascade. Large
sheets of curved bent glass cas
caded in each direction. Very sleek,
and well in the art deco style of the
golden era. It was a style to prove
popular for some years. Mr. Theo
balds had designed a winner, but
was not resting, obviously.
On July 31, 1933 the important

COMPTON'S 'CASCADE' design resembled closely their "Rain
bow" surround. It was a Charles Theobald creation, the second style
put out by the organ firm. This console was the 3/6 of the Odeon,
Weston-Super-Mare in Somerset.
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SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT, this Charles Theobald creation was app
lied to the 3/6 Compton of the ABC Cinema, Westover, Bourne
mouth. It became known at the ABC Style, and was built by Pride.

ABC Regal Cinema Torquay
opened and its splendid 3/11
Compton rose to reveal a most ele
gant console featuring triple curved
side pillars, plus a panel on the top
connecting the sides. Etched
engraved designs completed yet
another design from Charles Theo
balds. By now it was clear that
apart from the glass makers,
another facet had crept in—the art
of glass bending.
By now virtually every Compton

was being sold with the illuminated
surround and the two major circuits,
ABC and Gaumont-British had
selected a Theobalds design to
grace their future cinemas. The
Regal Torquay becoming the ABC
style, and Gaumont-British fol
lowed with yet another design to
become again highly popular. This
one, a variation on the ABC type,
was first seen at the Embassy
Cinema in Chadwell Heath, Essex
on May 17, 1934.
These four styles were to become

the most familiar of all designs and
were turned out in vast number at

the Clapham factory as the major
circuits went all-illuminated console

Was there room for special "one
off designs"? Most certainly agreed
Mr. Theobalds. And by now archi
tects were wanting a piece of the
action and some were found slaving
over complete consoles whilst oth

ers acted as consultants, recalls
Charles. For his specials he would
dream up an elaborate affair with a
special lighting effect stop.

Such was an order for Oscar
Deutshc's Odeon Worthing. The
name Odeon being etched into the
glasswork and equipped with an
effect called "Flame". Revolving
mirrored drums in each side pillar
illuminated with red light made for a
stunning effect, switching to a spe
cial white light made a rain or snow
fall effect.

Odeon were so pleased that it
was said this new effect was to be
reserved only for their organs. Like
many features of the fickle movie
game, it wasn't of course. Mar
gate's beautiful Dreamland Cinema
had a huge surround for its four
manual special and included the
Flame stop, and the identical con
sole turned up a couple of years
later at the Ritz Birkenhead.

Did ABC have exclusive rights to
their elegant console? Well, they
may have thought they did, but we
find Union certainly liked the style
and also a huge special was built for
the Astoria Southend.
Of the many specials perhaps the

two most outstanding from Prides
were the Theatre Royal Dublin,
with hints of the orient for this excel
lent 4/16 Compton, and the incredi
ble Plaza Worthing. Here not only
was the surround quite different
from any other type, but the horse
shoe itself was completely covered
and to round off the bench was
incorporated into the console. The
organist had to clamber over this
mountain of glasswork.

It presented an incredible sight,
one which I shall never forget
personally.

Strange that such a conservative
resort as Worthing should have two
of the most unusual designs ever.
Independent or small chains were
the largest purchasers of the special
consoles like the Havana Romford
where the standard model 3/6 &
Melotone had eye filling appeal.

HIGHLY POPULAR, the design by Charles Theobnalds for Prides
which is called the "Rainbow" is seen on the 3/6 Compton of the
State Cinema, Grays, Essex. A large number of this design were built
for Gaumont-British Cinema chain.



ODEON LIKED THEIR NAME engraved on consoles and Charles
Theobalds obliged with this etched glass creation, not especially
handsome, on the Odeon, Worthing, Sussex. Henry Wingfield is
shown on the bench. Compton eventually bought the organ back for
parts.

When Deutsch did feel he should
inslall an organ, he certainly didn't
stint on the console. Originally he
settled for the Cascade style, but
then switched to one-off designs at
Worthing, Swiss Cottage, a chro
mium framed affair and Bolton
Odeon for another special chro
mium job with a way out desgin
and, without doubt, the most fam
ous illuminated console in the
world—the beautiful Odeon Leices
ter Square keydesk designed by
Theobalds in conjunction with
Andrew Mather, one of the archi
tects of our most prestigious
cinema.

Its design reflected the splay walls
of the auditorium. Recently the
organ has undergone a further
refurbishing and happily the famous
"Hot Seat" has been overhauled
and re-installed.

Technically speaking, what was

the secret of this light show? This
lay in what was in effect a rhechani-
cally operated stage switchboard
complete with dimmers. It was a
mechanical device housed in a wire
cage and sited backstage, in the
blower room, relay room, under
stage, almost anywhere. Its electric
motor moved arms for each prim
ary colour—red, blue,and green—
and raised, lowered or held in check
the lamps of these shades.

Cleverly it had been worked out
these colours could be mixed as like
an artist's pallette. Colours could be
switched on immediately at the
command of the organist via stop
tabs coloured appropriately, in the
case of Compton organs, who
elected to do it properly, or thumb
pistons in the case of Wurlitzers.
Some other makers used switches.
Micklewrighls of Alperton, London
made the first Colour Change

Si

COLOR BRAIN—Control of console and bench color illumination
was contained in this dimmer unit designed by Prides. Looking down
into the unit, pull rods, top center, work sliding contacts of three
primary colours for dimming. Top right is slow motion gear. Lower
portion are color selector units. For its day, the unit was clever
compact version of a staige switchboard. Today's micro-chip technol
ogy would reduce this unit to matchbox proportions.

Dimmer units for Pride, but a more
compact and improved model was
designed by Theobalds. It Ccune
into use around 1935.
The stop labs controlling the sur

round in the vast majority of cases
read "Lights Off, Automatic, Red,
Blue, Green, Amber (which is Red
and Green), Orange (full Red and
Green Vz), Sky Blue (full Blue and
Green Vz), Turquoise (full Blue and
full Green), and Mauve (full Blue
and Red Vz)". This will give you an
idea just how clever it was.
On the Wurlitzer they used the

term "Cycle" instead of "Auto
matic". This of course meant by
pressing it the lights changed and
faded from one shade into another.

Cheaper manufacturers attemp
ted to list more shades but invaria
bly the trade papers found fault with
the systems.

—Continued Next Month

SCENERY ONSTAGE,
RCMH WILL XMAS,
LEDWON REPORTS

Reports that Radio City Music
Hall will not have its annual Christ
mas Show seemed incorrect
according to a report by John Led-
won, organist who will be playing
the Hall's spectacular at Los
Angeles' Shrine Civic Auditorium
starting Nov. 30th. Ledwon was in
New York City several days during
early November and visited the
Music Hall. "1 saw a great deal of
the Christmas scenery being
brought on stage and it appears
there will be a presentation of the
annual event," he said.

Actual announcements of the
event had not appeared in press
notices as this issue of The Console
went to press.

TIGHT AND TRIM this 3/9 Compton in the Odeon, Swiss Cottage,
London, N.W. Special design for Odeon with silver woodwork and
chromium plated steelwork. The bench stayed cool—it wasn't packed
with light bulbs to fry the tender bottoms of organists who had to sit on
it for any length of time.
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ALL ABOARD FOR SPACE FLIGHT—Tommy Dando at the con
sole of this incredible creation by Pride which was done in conjunc
tion with the architect. Even the horseshoe was illuminated, making
servicing tricky, and the design around the bench forced the organist
to climb over it to play. A Howard seat eventually replaced the
glassed-in area. A Compton 3/10, the organ was installed in Lou
Morris' Plaza Cinema at Worthing, Sussex. It is now in Australia,
minus the glass frippery.



UNSUNG HEROES SERENADE
ONE OF THEIR OWN; KIBBEE
PLAYS PRIVATE CONCERT

"THANKS" — Orpheum Theatre
Crew Chief Eugene Davig thanks
Crew Member Bill Exner for his
lengthy association with the Wurlitzer
restoration project at the theatre as he
hands him a gift and card in honor of

his departure for Seattle. RIGHT—
Exner, who is a self-taught organist,
enjoys playing theatre organ and is pic
tured here at the console of the
Orpheum Wurlitzer during a lull in
maintenance chores.

Most of the time members of
organ maintenance crews are given
a round of applause at concert pro
grams for the work they do keeping
Wurlitzers, Morton, Kimballs, etc.,
in playing condition. The applause
is collectively for each and eve
ryone of the "unsung heroes," not
individually unless there is some
special achievement noted.
Seldom, if ever, do maintenance

crews receive public appreciation
commensurate with the important
jobs they perform. There was a sug
gestion proposed at the 1979
National ATOS Convention in Los
Angeles that an award should be
designed for these men. But, some
how and for some reason, those
who were named to follow through
and program a plan for making the
award never did.
Members of Los Angeles Thea

tre Organ Society's Orpheum
Theatre maintenance crew took
matters into their own hands when
they learned that one of their group
would be moving to Seattle,
Washington to establish his home.

Bill Exner, long a member of the
local ATOS unit, was that person.
And to lop off a morning of sur
prises for the departing member,
Gordon Kibbee, who has taken a
great liking to the Orpheum Wur
litzer, agreed to come to the theatre
and play an hour-long bon voyage
concert for Exner. The event
occured Saturday morning,
October 23rd during the regular
work session by the entire crew.
Special guests who had been asso
ciated with Exner were also invited
to join the party.

Crew Chief Eugene Davis waited
until Kibbee had arrived before halt

ing maintenance chores and calling
his group together at the console.
He made a brief speech regarding
Exner's departure and without the
recipient's realizing what was hap
pening, handed him a large card

and package, stating it was a
"remeberance from his associates
to take to Seattle".

Obviously surprised, but
extremely happy, Exner
unwrapped the package and hauled
out a Doppel Flute pipe on which an
engraved brass plaque was
mounted and inscribed: 1—Joined
L.A. Chapter ATOE 1962; II—
Worked short time on Elks Robert-
Morton; 111—T ransportation
Chairman, L.A. National Conven
tion 1968; IV—Vice-Chairman,
L.A. ATOE 1969; V—Chairman,
L.A. ATOE 1970; VI—Liaision
Chairman, L. A. ATOE 1971;
Vll—Wiltern Maintenance Crew

1970-79; VIII—Technical Direc
tor, LATOS 1980-81; IX—
Orpheum Crew Member 1979-82.

During his membership in Los
Angeles Theatre Organ Society he
worked for the betterment of not
only the local unit but was one of
those seeking changes in the
national organization. He was an
outspoken foe of mediocracy and
challenged those things he believed
would be harmful to the theatre
organ movement. In this regard he
was one of the group who took
active opposition to the present pol
itical situation within LATOS.

"Bill has been an excellent
leader, and also an excellent fol
lower in his crew association,"
Davis said. "His enthusiasm and
technical experience, as well as his
knowledge and experience in
organizational affairs will be missed
here in LATOS," Davis added.

Exner passed around the card
that had been designed by Crew
Member Bob Smith. It was a hum
orous eight-page cartooned card
which everyone in attendance
signed and added short messages
for Bill to read.
The special event was not

announced as an official party and
was not attended by chapter offi-

GORDON KIBBEE honored
Exner's departure by playing an
hour-long concert for him at the
Orpheum. It was an excellent
musical session and one Exner
said he would never forget.

cials other than Davis since the pol
itical situation within the club

precluded such invitations being
issued.

Projected Hope In '32
(From Motion Picture Herald,

Dec. 1932)—In the past two years
about three hundred organists
thoughout the country have signed
their names on a plaque in Harry
BlaiFs office which has as its title,
77ic Noon-day Club. This was all
started in fun, and as an excuse to
get together at noon for lunch...but
now...Harry Blair has started out
on his own and The Noon-day Cluh
has become an actuality...Blair,
who is affectionately known as Pop,
has brought to a head an idea that
this same club, started as a gag,
could become of vital important to
every organist in the country...and
this service he is going to give to the
members of his club, will not only be
a life-saver to every organist, but
will, without a doubt, help enor
mously in putting them back as
important attractions in theatres!

UNIQUE THEATRE

ORGAN CONCERTS

&SILENT FILMS

DYNAMIC MUSIC MANAGEMENT
9107 EMERALD GROVE AVE.

LAKESIDE, CA 92040
J714) 561-2269
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YOU'LL GET the SOUND

AND IT'LL SOUND LIKE IT LOOKS

The Allen System of Digital Tone Generation gives you the sound behind the
appearance. We have made digital recordings of actual organ pipes. Data from these
recordings is stored inside your Allen Digital Computer Organ. You get the sound —
like it looks!
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Ledwon Open House Well Attended
After three long years of restoring his residence and Wurlitzer theatre

organ which were badly burned in a raging brush fire that swept through the
area, John Ledwon celebrated completion of the job by holding two open
house events. The first was held on Saturday evening, October 23rd,
expressly for those who helped him immediately after the fire and through
the long restoration work project. The following day he held open house
from 12 noon until 8pm for everyone who wished to stop by the Agoura
residence and inspect the tremendous amount of work that had been done.
Many friends, members of Los Angeles Theatre Organ Society and fellow
organists stopped in throughout the day to look, listen and play the
Wurlitzer and enjoy the snacks and beverages set out in the downstairs
game room with its many illuminated neon beer signs.

Pictured here are some of the views taken during early afternoon. Top
Left—The refinished console in its striking black lacquer and gold metal
leaf dress. The candelabrum, also finished to match the console, were
obtained from a downtown Los Angeles movie palace. Top Right—A view
of the organ chambers of the Wurlitzer, locat^ at the opposite end of the
room from where the console is installed. Glass fronts permit visitors to view
the instrument. Center—Jerry Nagano stopped by and tried out the instru
ment. He played an impromptu concert for the guests who were there at the
time. Lower Left—The living room showing placement of the console.
Photo was taken from in front of organ chambers. Lower Right—David
Junchen, seated on bar stool enjoying a cup of punch, talks to Bob Smith,
LATOS member. Beer signs adorn the three walls in back of camera range
and are not seen in photo. Entrance to area under organ chambers is from
this room. All chests are at floor level in the chambers and are serviced from
the basement area making maintenance chores much easier than if they
were mounted on legs within chambers.



George Wright Plays Oakland Paramount Black Beauty Unveiled By Chrome
by John Nelson

Musicians, being human, have their good moments and their better
moments, Saturday evening, November 13th, was unquestionably one of
George Wright's excellent moments. For those who have heard George
meiny times in concert, the concensus was that this performance was as fine
as they have ever witnessed. George played the large Wurlitzer Organ like
he and the instrument were in total agreement.
The result was a mutual exchange of love and positive emotion from both

sides of the stage. I'm sure that all of us in attendance left with the feeling
that our lives will contine to be enriched by the experience.

George Wright has a musical ability that is unique and marvelous and it
was shared with us in its finest form.

Phantom Goes

Big In Richmond
More than 2,000 Richmondites

attended the October 15th showing
of Lon Chaney's ever popular
chiller The Phantom of the Opera at
Richmond's cavernous Mosque.
Lee Erwin was at the console of the
3/17 Wurlitzer to accompany the
classic film plus a two-reeler Buster
Keaton comedy.

Film Reviewer C. A. Bustard,
writing in the Richmond Times-
Dispatch was lavish in his praise of
the entire evening. "Perhaps it was
Buster Keaton's two reels of pratfal-
ling, perhaps it was the somewhat
excessive volume of the Mosque's
Wurlitzer, but the campy humor of
The Phantom of the Opera won out
over its chills and cinematic wond

ers..." he wrote. He also lauded
Erwin's score for both the feature
photoplay and comedy, calling
them "well crafted...and designed
to utilize most all of the sonic possib-
lities in the Mosque Wurlitzer.
Erwin lauded the Mosque organ as
one of the finest-sounding instru
ments in the United States."

This was the first public organ
program presented in the Mosque in
many years and its success will
undoubtedly encourage the Rich
mond Organ Enthusiast's Club to
schedule more such silent film

events. They are presenting Lyn
Larsen in concert at the Mosque as
their next regular concert
attraction.

Portland Buff

Visits Southland
Joe Gray, young and enthusias

tic chairman of Portland, Oregon
Chapter of the American Theatre
Organ Society, visited Southern
California during the week of
November 15th and was the house
guest of Ralph Beaudry. While in
the area he visited, inspected and
played several of the large installa
tions. He also traveled to San Diego
at the end of the week to hear
Tommy Stark in concert at the Cali
fornia Theatre.

Arndt Has De-Bugger
Now you can keep bugs and

rodents out of your organ console
and chambers without fuss and
muss, just high frequency sound.
Robert Amdt, owner of Arndt
Organ Supply Company, has
announced the introduction of the
Ultra/Cat high technology pest
control unit for pipe and electronic
organs.

"The unit doesn't kill rodents or
insects," Amdt's sales brochure
notes, "it repels them with an ultra
sonic attack on their auditory and
nervous systems. It operates at high
frequencies which are harmless to
humans and pets, but so annoying
to pests they'll abandon the area
and stay out".. .even if they do enjoy
theatre organ style music!
The brochure did not list any type

of unit that could eradicate "other
undesired guests".

On the Sunday morning before it was to be shipped to its new home in
Cincinnati, which will be a large pizza emporium designed along the lines of
the famously successful Indianapolis Paramount Music Palace, Ken
Chrome, owner of Crome Organ Company, assembled the console for the
organ he would be installing in his erecting room to make certain the unit
was fully complete. With the help of his expert refinish man, Edward
Viramontes, the massive, redesigned console was assembled.
Joe Musil, who has created several art deco designs for Crome, was

responsible for this one and its gold and silver decoration can be seen in two
of the photos above. These views do not convey the strikingly colorful
impact as when actually seen.
The console was originally the French style Wurlitzer in the Philadelphia

Mastbaum Theatre. Its design was not compatible with the plan for the new
pizza palace and Musil was called in to create the art deco style. It is
considered an exceptionally fine re-creation.
The console shell was rebuilt by Crome so that it can be disassembled

relatively quick to afford easy maintenance of the console equipment when
needed. In one photo above Crome and Viramontes are seen with one of the
two sections that form the top of one side of the shell.
Crome also decided to build other than the standard Wurlitzer bench for

this job. He used the idea developed by the Robert-Morton Organ Com
pany for some of its instuments by having the seat portion of the bench
reduced in length and the supports sweeping up from the sides of the pedal
clavier in a graceful curve.
The day following the console and organ was packed in a large van and

shipped off to Cincinnati with Crome flying back several days later to start
an intensive three-week installation period.



WHY THEY GET FRUSTRATED

Concert Artist Comes To Play,
Discovers Little Planning

Pauline Dixon arrived in Los Angeles Thursday afternoon, November
11 th, and immediately placed calls to several LATOS officials, plus one to
San Gabriel Civic. There were no answers at club level, but she managed to
finally reach Civic Manager Bill Shaw.
She inquired about rehearsal time for tbe next day and Sbaw expressed

surprise and said there had been no requests received for use of tbe
Wurlitzer. He added tbat the orchestra pit was filled with musician stands
and other equipment in use for the presentation of a Gilbert & Sullivan
comic opera. He subsequently assured Pauline he would have enough
space cleeu-ed in the pit to permit elevating the Wurlitzer console on
Saturday morning.
So bright and early. Miss Dixon and her mother arrived for the organist's

practice session. After a brief period at the console, Pauline obtained a
screwdriver from a stage hand and proceeded to open the back of tbe
console. She then instructed her mother in the art of moving setter pins on
the setter board and proceeded to set her combinations for the concert.
As she progressed with her practicing she found problems in the Wur

litzer and finally contacted LATOS Chairmein Frank Babbitt. Requesting
help to fix the organ, Babbitt informed her there was no one available to
take care of the malfunctions and that she should try to play around them.
Since there were too many problems within one section of the organ,
Pauline was on the verge of pressing the 'panic button' when she finally
contacted Eugene Davis, head of the Los Angeles Orpheum Theatre
Wurlitzer project.
Upon learning about the problems she was encountering, both organ cuid

personnel, he exploded and said he would come out himself and take care of
the malfunctions. Davis wondered why LATOS' Technic«J Director who
lives less than a mile from San Gabriel Civic, had not made provision for
someone to be on hand as is the custom when concerts are scheduled. But
on Sunday morning, Davis and several others were at the Auditorium
taking care of the "problems".
Had it not been for Manager Shaw and Crew Chief Davis, the prospect of

a concert that Sunday would have been dim indeed. Progreim Chairman
Don Wallace reportedly did not show up until a short time before the doors
opened and, according to information given The Console, glossed over
Pauline's prediceiments and matter-of-fact stated he would introduce her to
the audience. Nothing was appeu-ently sciid about fsulure to provide practice
time or fix the instrument.

In addition to these frustrating circumstances. Organist Dixon had been
asked to send publicity material for advertising her concert. According to
LATOS Member Carl Bender, who has been acting manager for her in the
U.S., she stated that she had forwarded to Acting Chairman Tom Norman
ample material including photographs. Norman was contacted but denied
receiving the package from England. The program cheurman was adso
given material in answer to his request for it. He later requested additional
publicity items stating tbat what he had was not enough to properly prepare
publicity for the program.

Other theui a brief announcement carried in the Los Angeles Times
Calendar section, the only other publicity tbat apparently got out was a
two-line announcement in the October issue of LATOS' Organ Log, and a
top-of-the-page seven-line cinnouncement in the November issue. Not a
single photograph was used.

Less than enthusiastic about tbe treatment given this artist. Bender
noted—"It seems to be tbe present attitude of club officials to back away
from responsiblity. If it had not been for litterally outsiders, Pauline would
not have been able to play the concert at all. There was no technical
responsiblity, there was no programming responsiblity, and very, very little
publicity responsibility. Hardly an enticement for an organist to come to
Los Angeles to present a concert. And in this case the artist had to do much
of her own console preparation with the help of her mother. And had she
known how ineffective chapter officials would be in tbe publicity end, she
probably could bave arranged far superior advertising for her concert than
she got."

It was also noted that all of the above did not escape notice of San Gabriel
officials. It was indicated that the situation must improve greatly within
LATOS or changes may be in the offing at San Gabriel.

Allen Rossiter Death Reported
Allen Rossiter, well-known ATOS member who served many

years as secretary of New York Theatre Organ Society, was reported
to have died during the latter part of October or early part of
November. At press time it was not possible to obtain information to
substantiate the report. It was known, however, that he was quite ill
and had been hospitalized for several weeks.

Wright Dedicates Show To Bill Million
Although he did not make the announcement until his closing number,

George Wright dedicated his first San Gabriel show in a year, (November
6th) to his "colleague" Bill Million who postponed the start of chemother
apy treatments to be able to attend the performance.
A large, appreciative crowd (including several charter bus loads from

Orange and San Diego counties) enjoyed the usual Wright blend of
noveties and ballads and a number of favorites from his earlier recordings.
He eilso answered several requests by playing Granada, Two Sleepy

People emd Dizzy Fingers (the latter certainly proving he hasn't lost the
fabulous technique which, combined witb bis tasteful arrangements and
registrations, makes for a satisfying evening with the San Gabriel
Wurlitzer).
As usual, too, were tbe production values. This time it was colorful

lighting, the use of the auditorium's cyclorcuna backdrop, and projections of
stars, leaves and trees.

Wanna Build A Calliope?
For tbose who have a yen to build

a calliope, tbe December '82 issue
of Popular Mechanics carries the
article "Create Your Own Circus

Music". Complete plans for con
struction the instmment are pub
lished for the 25-pipe mini-calliope
powered by air from a hair dryer.

Buff Builds Steam Unit

A member of the Rochester

Theatre Organ Society, Jim Webs
ter has done the magazine article
one better—he has built a genuine
full-scale steam calliope to go with
his genuine stern-paddlewheel-
steam-powered boat, whicb he also
built.

CHICAGO—from pg 3

It opens a wider controversy
because tearing down the structures
would conflict with current city
plans for redevelopment of the
North Loop.

Officials conceded, however,
that the city eventually could be
forced to buy tbe buildings if it
wants them preserved. The prop
erty is said to be worth approxi
mately $32 million.
Henry G. Plitt, chairman of the

theatre company, said he had
offered to trade the theatre property
for the site once plananed for the
Hilton convention center at Lake

Street, Wacker Drive and State
Street. "No one responded," he
said.

Plitt added that in its present
location at 175 N. State Street, the
theatre "loses money, pays taxes
and can't make ends meet. There is

no purpose in continuing an opera
tion like that."

If the site is approved as a historic
landmark, it could probably be sold
only as a theatre.
Members of Chicago Area

Chapter, American Theatre Organ
Society, have a great stake in the
future of the theatre since members
of tbe organization bave spent
many years restoring and maintain
ing the large Wurlitzer pipe organ
installed there.
The chapter has eilso sponsored

stage and screen shows at the Chi
cago and have plans for future
events at this early 1921 movie
palace that was designed by Rapp
& Rapp, famed theatre architects.

PORTLAND—from pg 3
Kan., Columbus, Ohio, Pasadena,
Calif., and Atlanta, Ga.

"If appropriate action is taken
now, Portland also can boast of a
theatre pipe organ in its Performing
Arts Center. One is available for
donation, contingent upon the
understanding by tbe city of Por
tland that the city will install and use
the organ in the center's remodeled
Paramount Theatre.

"Unfortueintely, an interim pro
gram report to the Portland Per
forming Arts Center executive
committee (Aug. 30), states that a
portion of the occupeint load would
"exit through new stairs constructed
in the areas that were previously
pipe organ space." if this plan is
implemented, the possibility of ever
enjoying the marvelous sound of
this unique instrument under the
aura of superb acoustics and aes
thetics will be precluded forever,
and lost foever will be a part of our
heritage. No other building in met
ropolitan Portland is capable of
accommodating this instrument.
"We believe the Portlsmd Per

forming Arts Center should be for
all people and that it would be a
travesty to deny future generations
the opportunity to experience a live
theatre pip>e organ in its natural set
ting. The correct space within the
theatre is there. The organ and
funding to install it are available.
The cost to Portland would be
minimal.
"We urge Commissioner Mildred

Schwab, a champion of the arts in
the city of Portland not to allow this
most generous offer to escape. We
urge Ronald K. Ragen, chairman,
Portland Performing Arts Center
Committtee, to take positive action
in its favor. We urge the architects
to be sensitive as tbey seek solutions
for satisfying building codes and not
deprive citizens of Portland of this
once-in-a-lifetime donation."

Individuals to contact, which are
recommended by Hedberg cind
Gray are: Portland Performing Arts
Center Committee, Ronald K.
Ragen, Chairman, 222 SW Clay
St., Portland Oregon 97201.
Oregon Symphony Association,
813 SW Alder, Portland, Oregon
97205. Commissioner Mildred
Schwab, 1220 SW 5th Avenue,
Portland, Oregon 97204.
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Much has been written and exhibited of
Architect John Eberson's unique atmospheric*
style theatres. They - were superb escape
meduims for Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public
where fantasy, dreams, color and music could
be found for twenty-five cents (adults) and ten
cents (kids)—a world different from the
dreary, hum-drum daily cares.
The azure blue sky filled with clouds that

never brought rain or snow, and stars that
twinkled over a courtyard surrounded by Ital
ian villas, Egyptian temples, Persian
gardens—all in a spot where the weather was
scientifically controlled to provide the ultimate
in comfort. These Andalusian Bort'Bons, as
the late Ben Hail described them in his book
The Best Remaining Seats, were exotic crea
tions that exceeded the wildest fantasy any
patron could conceive.
One of the early elaborate atmospherics

created by Eberson was Chicago's Capitol
Theatre, which opened January 19, 1925. He
had designed several earlier theatres, and
would go on to create others for many towns
and cities in the mid-west and east, but the
Capitol was unique in its floor plan and early
period elegcuice. It was truly one of the most
elaborate of Eberson's creations by virtue of
die intricate and detailed work he put into it.

Its architectural lavishness and unique plan
had long .made it one of the planned features
for a.future issue by Console editors. The cata
lyst for scheduling it was receipt of a feature
article written by Tom McNeeley, about the
Style 260 Wurlitzer organ that had been in
stalled in the theatre. In all frontal photos of the
auditorium, the Wurlitzer console always
stood out because it appeared to be in solo
position. Actually it was always in this position
since it was mounted on a concrete platform
and was without benefit of an elevator. Hand-
somley proportioned, it added visual thrill
when seeing the proscenuim views.
Upon receipt of the Captiol Theatre Wur

litzer feature article, a call was made to Terry

I musical COMEDY I
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DAY AND NIGHT the Capitol presented an imposing attraction for patron
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Helgesen to borrow his oversize
glossy photographs of the theatre.
He approved and the augmented
picture feature of theatre and organ
was scheduled. To this has been
added an excellent historical des
criptive piece concerning the archi
tectural splendor of the theatre that
appeared in the March 28, 1925
issue of Better Theatres section of
Exhibitor's Herald. It is an in depth
report about the theatre which is
fully descriptive and leaves nothing
to the imagination.
Today the Capitol Theatre is an

abandoned structure gradually fal
ling into complete ruin. There
remains much of the original
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REACHING THE TOP OF THE
TWIN STAIR AREA patrons
were confronted by formal
garden wall surrounding them.
They passed through portals into
balcony or lounge areas.

beauty, but it is doubtful the house
will ever be restored and reopened
as a theatre or even a perfroming
arts center. No longer are the lights
bright and gay on its marquee or
inside the theatre proper. It was a
mecca of entertainment. The fol
lowing pages will graphically dis
play the beauty of the house. We ^
leave it to your imagination to con-
jure the color, the music, and life in
this Eberson creation.

The Country's Most
Novel Theatre—The
New Capitol, Chicago

(From Exhibitor's Herald) J
The magic of the Mediterranean |

sky—the peaceful exhilaration of B
an Italian garden under soft moon- I
light glow. Stars that twinkle and ^
fade behind fleecy, languish clouds.
In brief, a garden setting in Italy in #•
its most poignant beauty.

That, in atmosphere and execu
tion is the interior of Chicago's new
est picture palace, the Capitol

m
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theatre at 79th and Halsted streets.
In conception and plan the

Capitol represents a new thought in
theatre building. It is what its
designer, John Eberson, refers to as
an "atmospheric" theatre. In the
Capitol he places the audience in a
magic Italian garden setting. To
appreciate the beauty and signifi
cance of the scene one must sit
under the arched-heaven sky of the
Captiol's blue ceiling. To study and
analyze the details of this huge
garden is to marvel at the daring
and ingenuity of its conception.

Cold facts seem crude things with
which to deal in conveying an
impression and a mental picture of
the Capitol, yet it is only through
logical study of these that one can
follow the thought of the builder in
providing such an innovationsd
home for the motion picture. Here
are some figures and facts in the
brief:
The Capitol theatre is located at

79th and South Halsted streets, on
a lot approximately 183 by 260
feet. It is owned by National Thea
tres Corporation.
The theatre proper is 144 feet

wide and 183 feet deep. The store
and office portion of this building
faces Halsted street and is 116 feet
deep.
The theatre has a seating capac

ity of approximately 3,000 seats,
all located on the main floor and the
amphitheatre. (Actual seating
capacity as stated in Film Daily
Yearbook—2,456 in 1950-Ed).
The stage of the Capitol theatre is

97 feet wide and measures 30 feet
from curtain line to back wall.
The proscenium opening is 62

feet wide and 31 feet high. The rig
ging loft is 67 feet above stage floor
level.

The entire structure is strictly fire
proof, being executed in concrete
and steel with brick masonry walls
and terra cotta facade.
The style of architecture is the

Italian Renaissance and the size
and character of arrangement and

equipment make this modem audit
orium suitable for all known kinds of
theatrical entertainment.

The conception and plan of the
architectural treatment of the
Capitol are as follows:
A strictly Italian Renaissance

exterior executed in glazed polych
rome terra cotta for main body and
rich polychrome glass in omamen-
lal and enrichments, strictly repre
sentative of modern revival and
rebirth of antique and classic
Roman Architecture.

Lobbies and foyers are executed
with modified replicas of omament
and shape, typical of the work intro
duced by S. Miniato and Nicollo
Pisano.
The auditorium proper repres

ents the architect's conception of an
Italian Garden under Mediterra
nean sky, featuring a moonlight
night.

Italian Renaissance, or as the
Italian calls it, Rinascita, is a dis
tinct development in human culture.

..I: ffl

ENTRANCE to the mens' lounge
ornamental wrought iron gate. Tile
the theatre, both on wall and floor

BRONZE PlaQuE in main foyer lists company directors of National
Theatres Corporation, owner of the building. Fancy wrought iron
grillework to left masks radiator.S' many splendid examples of this art,

the Capitol theatre was designed
with a facade using largely the clas-

orders in an attempt to contorm
correctness and ideas of

■  The classic character of the front

"■|R .. Bi elevation of the Capitol theatre is
I  I hHB B: softened by the adoption of the

I  ̂̂ dem Italian treatment now
SH > B sculpture in collected masses, were
.  . B^ executed in color reflecting the cus-flj torn of artists during the Renais-

i' "1 B; sance period and reviving Fresco
in paintings and the application of

•4^^^ Bi color on the outside of buidlings.
•  _ Let us follow the architect

r. , • ^ ■ "• throughout the building, as he stu-
—  • died and adapted for the various

EN'S ROOM portions of the building and its inte-
~-™""— riors, prominent and artistic devel-

was through this doorway with o/ the^ree art and buildmg
was used extensively throughout Renaissance penod m

Italy, such as Horence, Rome and
Venice. All three schools of Renads-

~  sance art used sculptured omament
especially in the building art, and it in friezes.

was through this doorway with
was used extensively throughout

especially in the building art, and it

►  J -Arsri*'.;

THE CAP1TOL. THSATRB
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COMFORTABLE and attractive men's room had art objects plus a
bird cage, apparently with a warbler of some specie therein.

is the Italian artist and architect who
first established the rejuvenation of
antique art and Roman architec
ture. The remains of Old Rome,
such as the Coliseum, the Pantheon
and the Colonades, form the quarry
from which much of the material for
the Renaissance buildings were
extracted.

During the fifteenth century the
popes were temporal princes and
great patrons of art and learning,
and splendid new palaces and
churches were erected, and the dec
oration of old ones was carried on
by famed and eminent painters,
such as Perruzi, Raphael eind
Michael Angelo. A school was
created for artists and workmen
who afterwards spread abroad the
style of Renaissance in other parts
of Italy and beyond.

True to this style and school of
architecture, and studying the

The entrance lobby has a faience
tile floor, imported marble wains
coting and a richly ornamented ceil
ing with motifs taken from the Villa
Cambiasco, and doorheads from
one of the big galleries of St. Peter's
Cathedral in Rome.

The main lounge and grand stair
case hall is four stories high, repres
enting an Italian patio with clear sky
overhead and rich palatisil garden
walls enhanced with carved niches
and statuary. The promenade back
of the amphitheatre is a replica of a
stuccoed cloister arcade, embel
lished with wrought iron gates, lant
erns and distance mirrors.

The unique feature of the audito
rium treatment is the treatment of
the proscenium arch. The prosce
nium arch proper was conceived as
a triumphal arch supported on
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EIXIT NICHE at far end of main foyer was architecturally as complete
as any other part of theatre. Rounded arch to right of exit door is an
atmospheric garden setting.

columns and roofed with a Roman
tile roof and stone balustrade. The
arch is shaped by the use of span
drels and the soffit of the heavy tile
roof is richly ornamented with
polychrome carvings.
The two sides of the proscenium

arch are not treated symmetrically,
which is a very unusual feature, the
accoustic properties of the audito
rium and the necessary symmetry
having been taken care of by the
sweep of the main ceiling and the
background of the proscenium arch
and the building treatment given
same.

You will find on the left side of the
auditorium an Italian palace facade
with a grilled roofed shelter on top.
On the right hand side you will find
a terraced roof garden with small
temple building.
The flat pitch tile roof of the

palace on the left is typical of the
Renaissance in Florence. The bal
ustrade effects on the terrace
garden and the roof over the trium
phal arch were borrowed from sam
ples of palatial architecture in
Venice.

*  * *

The cupola of the temple and its
treatment were modeled after the
many examples of architecture
found in Milan, Pavia and Certosa.
The openings to the boxes repres
enting entrances through the palace
garden walls, are Ponzello arches,
and the doorheads of the stone gate
ways through the garden wails
which form the side of the audito
rium, both in the balcony and on the
lower floor, have cornice and pilas
ter treatment similar to those found
in the palace of Gambaro at Genoa.
The inside of the soffits, and all of

the little temples and garden
houses, are executed in richly
carved stucco highly colored.
The little temple on the sunken

garden was suggested by the holy
vault of the Cathedral in Lucca.
The grilles at the windows of the

added to the huge interior, and in
doing so every aisle and seating
requirement ordained by the law
has not only been followed by the
spaces usually allotted for aisled
and cross aisles have almost been
doubled in size, in order to serve the
best comfort of the public and the
best purpose of the safety laws.
Beyond the study of examples of

architectural art mentioned in the
above, the architect did not deviate
or wander, and to one who is
inclined to study detail, it will be
interesting to find the co-relation of
detail as adapted to the exterior and
interior of this building, which detail
was carried down to the treatment

of Faience floor design, hardware
and painted ornament.

All of the theatre interiors were

decorated in rich polychrome.
Unusual art effects and classic
reproductions throughtout the
house were designed and produced
by the Bodine-Spanjher Company,

LADIES' EMPIRE ROOM was entered through archway at left, next
to aisle four entry. Art objects filled each of the niches flanking main
floor aisle passages. Wrought iron gates were also a feature of this
lounge room entrance.

palace on the left again show Span
ish Moorish influences.

Consoles and brackets where
prominently and correctly used as
supports for various doorheads and
arches, show details which are
exact replicas of stucco and carved
stone brackets found in Florence in
the Palace of Gondi.
The pilaster ornament of the

great columns, and pilasters sup
porting the triumphal arch, are
exact reproductions of carvings of a
collection of reproduced pilasters of
the Academy of Fine Arts in
Verona,
The door friezes of main audito

rium doors were copied from the
friezes of the doors of the palatial
palace at Urbino.
The side walls of the auditorium

represent a double gallery and
promenade, separated from the
auditorium by rich archways car
ried on marble columns; this
extreme depth and distance is

Chicago, nationally known theatre
decorators.

The installation of a very elabo
rate and special lighting system has
made it possible to add to this illu
sion and deep blue sky; the glowing
firebrands and urns resting on door
heads; wall copings; balustrades;
the slow moving clouds; the ste-
reoptican effect moon rise; the twin
kling stars; the sunset effect up over
terrace garden; the warm glow
coming from the interior of garden
houses, palace interiors and the
temple, and a perfect system of
lighting stairs and aisle floors for the
use of special floor lights without
disturbing the general lighting
effects.
The small temple in the terrace

garden has a ceiling treatment
which is a miniature reproduction of
the ceiling of the Pantheon in Rome.

Modified caryatides, sculptured
human female figures are used as
column supports for the pergola
which houses the two main ramps
leading from the art gallery to the
balcony. Caryatides are traditional,
and are taken to represent the
women of Carfa who stood with the
Persians against the Greeks and
were made slaves.

The peristyle which is a range of
columns surrounding the small tem
ple and supporting its roof,contains
the chimes belonging to the organ
equipment, and also has provided a
singer's platform.
The rustications of the stonework

of the palace and garden walls, are
formed with recess joints, all as
found in Renaissance buildings in
Florence.
The rich red background of the

spandrel, which is the trianguair
space between the curve of the tri
umphal arch and its square enclo
sure, is a King color of the stone
decorations of all of the exterior
buidings.
The entire decorative scheme of

CARVED FURNITURE of the Empire period possibly gave this room
its nsmne. The lamps with their shades made it more in keeping with a
living room scene in the home of a successful business man.



the exterior ornaments on buildings,
is attempted in Fresco style, a term
applied originally to painting on a
wall while the plaster is still wet.
The spectacular stage setting

carries the architectural vision from
the auditorium onto the stage with
out any visible line of demarcation.
The entire stage is dressed as an
Italian Formal Garden with tower
ing formal hedges, practical spar
kling and spraying fountains and
houses the production stage which
as a false proscenium resembling a
classic temple.
The illusion created by the open

air treatment of the auditorium and
the intricate scenic and lighting
effects of stage setting are perfect.
An interesting detail of decoration is
the rough cast plaster which in con
trast to previous effects of this art
are not smooth but antique, with a
sand texture of unique effect.
A complete scienbfically con

trolled heating and venbiation plant
is installed, containing a refrigerat
ing feature, whereby fresh, tem
pered and treated air is deliversed to
all portions of the building; warm,
washed air in Winter time and
cooled washed air in Summer bme.
The distribubon of this air is

accomplished both by side wall and
floor openings, and an automatic
controlled system will assure
patrons at all bmes of proper atmos
pheric condibons in this auditorium.

The sub-stage floor of the Capitol
contains a very large rehearsal
room, a screening room, a musical
director's library, help's toilet
rooms and all mechanical equip
ment such as hydraulic curtain
machine, vacuum cleaners, remote

control board, organ blowers,
ozone machines and tanks, fire
pumps, oil burning heating appara
tus, transformer vault, refigerating
machine, motor generator, etc.
A 50 ft. vestibule, 20 ft. deep,

houses a magnificent marble and
cast bronze box office, permitbng
easy access to the main entrance
and accommodating pleasure seek
ers at two box office windows. This
vestibule and the 100 ft. canopy
protecting same is elegantly illumi
nated with thousands of incandes
cent lamps, giving the brilliancy of
perfect daylight.
The side walls of this outer vesbb-

ule are treated with standard size
display frames with special illumi
nation. The ceiling is a copy of an
ornamental metallic palatial ceiling
of classic design.

Six sets of standard theatre exit
doors lead from this vestibule into

the outer lobby, a room 50 ft. by 60
ft., having a magnificent Italian
Faience tile floor, red damask silk
walls, and a very interesting imita
tion carved wood ceiling laid out in
direct light. The garden walls are
artistically pierced and treated with
niches and statuary and illuminated
marble urns are glowing on the
cresting of the garden gate
decorations.

Festive torches cast interesting
shadows in the loggia, which forms
the portal to the circular foyer which
is 36 ft. wide and 115 ft. long. The
loggia contains a set of grand stair
ways executed in marble with hand
wrought railings, leading up to the
plateau, surrounded by garden
walls and domed sky ceiling illumi
nated by in-polychrome effect with
Italian lantern ceiling fixtures.
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EBERSON'S FONDNESS FOR FOUNTAINS manifest itself in the
Capitol in this auditorium niche which was the "Italian Fountain and
Piazza and Plaza". Several years later he included operating foun
tains in juiother Chicago atmospheric which finally had to be turned
off since the 'tinkling' water was intensely suggestive and caused
patrons to make unwarranted trips to the rest rooms. Compared to
other fountains in the Capitol, this one appeared to be more on the
order of a well.

In one of the interesting corners
of the foyer one will observe a gate-
way, leading out into what seems to

. ' ' i be em open garden, a bit of interest-
.  ' ing illusion created by the painters

.  - t k and property makers art; through a

■ ill'li ■ semi-open half gate you perceive anf":( 1 ii| |l J. Italian Rose Garden, adding depth
1 III IS j and preparing the guests for the sur-

^  f til iii I prise which they are to receive when
"R - - ''B llf W* entering the main auditorium.

main auditorium is an

^  amphitheatre seating 3,000 people
! in and represents an Italian Garden.

Mgi The main auditorium floor is double
'  bowled and special attenbon is

^  called to the scienbfic layout of this
floor, offering exceptionally good
sight lines and having seabng so
arranged that chair rows are built

■  up in staggered fashion.
\j ^ On the main floor of the stage
k' " " ^ h there are located the office and

room for stage manager, studio of
the musical director, electrician's

;  n office, property man's quarters and
IJ spacious accommodations for stage

-  ̂ a Adjoining main stage structure
"i ^ ja one will find a tier of dressing rooms

i  furnished and equipped with the lux-
ury and comfort of the best hotels

made easily accessible to and
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OPPOSITE PAGE—Spectacu
lar peuioramic view of right side
wail of the Capitol shows the
architectural treatment created
by Eberson, which for its day,
made the theatre easily the coun
try's most novel movie palace.

from stage by a series of easy and
wide stairways.

Connected with the plateau of the
loggia, we have the upper foyer,
representing an Italian cloister
walk, carpeted with a carpet of high
quality and of special design, spe
cially woven to match the typical
motif used for all ornamental iron
grille gates and lighting fixtures.

The projection booth, at variance
with custom, is located in the middle
of auditorium. It is large and spa
cious and provided with complete
ventilating system, constantly
changing the air in this room eind
fulfilling in all respects the require
ments of all national and local ordi
nances of the Fire Bureau. Location
of this booth will permit a straight
throw, a clear and flickerless pic
ture, wiL avoid a keystone, and will
for reason of its proximity to the
projection screen capitalize all the
power and efficiency of the high

PROSCENIUM VIEW of the Capitol from top of balcony gives
patrons breathtaking scene of an Italian courtyard imder a sky of blue
which could be transformed from night, with clouds and stars, to
daylight through the theatre's complex lighting system.

SI

THE CAPrrO!- T^EAmi
CHICAGO , I

JOHN EBERSON. ARCHI.T

* i i SIE)ef®TAG»rWmH-!^», |\ ^ ;^^OF^NTINE F-oa^AIN--'=

ANOTHER FOUNTAIN, the
"Florentine Fountain" was in its
niche on the right side
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ORNAMENTAL FLOWERS AND A FISH POND masked the pro- BALCONY AND MAIN LEFT SIDE WALL show expanse of half of
jection room which was located at the rear of the auditorium on the the auditorium—projection room is visible at extreme right center,
orchestra floor between two of the ailse entryways.
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BALCONY BEAUTY is enhanced by this "niche in the upper garden
wall", with its candelabraum, in the main auditorium.

THE'CAPITOL n
CHICAC

JOHN EBERSON,

^ STAGE SETTING-FOUNTAIN :'HI©HT

CLOSE UP of the fountain on the right side of the stage setting which
formed a permanent screen presentation set.

iTi

BALCONY FLOOR
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grade projection apparatus installed Capitol Merchandise Company,
OPPOSITE PAGE—Original view of the Captiol's left main wall therein. This projection booth has a Chicago.
showing the temple adjacent to the proscenium arch. In the photo cork tile floor and is equipped with The amphitheatre portion of the

■  ~ ■ * " . 1.1 . three projection machines, two spot auditorium slopes gracefully from
lights and a special lighting lamp. the center cross aisle towards the

Up under this booth there is a rear of the auditorium, and one will
sub-basement housing the motor notice that the steepings in all aisles

was generator set which is placed on are of uniform width and heighL
iiix/viii 111^ ... ..W...WWV. ~j , - ^ LL-!. , ----- The rigging loft of the Capitol
iplaced the permanent stage setting that was installed when the ached from the main structure of theatre is fully equipped with a

■  ■ this building and its floors, so as to counterweight system of latest
avoid transmission of noise and design and contains the most com-
vibration.The projection room plete and modern apparatus for

above, taken by Bro. Andrew Corsini in 1963, it will be noted that an
addition in buildings has been made. The extra construction, which is
right of the temple, was made necessary to mask the addition made to
the Wurlitzer organ. A closer look at the extra structure can be seen in
the photo at right which was taken by Auguie Edelmann when he s, -
removing the organ. It is also noticed that by 1963 drapes had independent block of cement, det-
re[ ■ ■ ■ . „ ■ " "
theatre first opened in 1925.

The amphitheatre portion of the

of uniform width and height.

"H/5 AND HEARSE''^
TWO BETTER THAN ONE

by Tom Mc Neely fjjg Hammond served for many
August Edelmann, or "Augie" to years, but something was lackingin

his friends, has been mentioned by the sound. It just didn't have the
me in several past articles. He has lone like the Wurlitzer at the Hub
helped out on numerous occasions roller skating rink where he skated,
when organs were being removed There was something in the sound
or installed. His own story follows. of the pipe organ that was fulfilling.

Ever since Augie was a small boy He wanted to know more about
he had wanted an organ. There was these instruments. And as it hap-
a picture of a big Cathedral Organ pened, around this time a new club
in his room. After he was married was being formed which would
he fianlly bought his first instru- satisfy that longing. It was
ment, a used Hammond DR-20 CATOE, Chicago Area Chapter of
with an old style upright Leslie the American Theatre Organ
speaker. Society. Hub Rink Organist Tony

me in

pened, around this time a new club
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Tahlman got Augie to join, making
him one of the first members. Itwas
beneficial for both the would-be buff
and the club because Augie is a
union electrician with many years
experience that would be helpful to
CATOE when the organization
finally got going and involved with
many instruments.

During the 1966 ATOS Con
vention in Chicago, Augie heard
Opus 943 {shipped 11/11/24) in
the Capitol Theatre was being put
up for sale. It was a 3/17 Wurlitzer
Style 260 Special. Bids were being
accepted by mail. On the day he
was planning to mail in his bid,
Augie had the urge instead to drive
down and hand it in person to the
official in charge, because it was so
close to the advertised deadline.

Perhaps it was luck, but the man
in charge of accepting bids was on
his way out the theatre door, and if
Augie hadn't caught him to hand
over his bid, it would have been too
late sent by mail. Augie was
informed that if his bid was
accepted he would be notified by
telegram later in the week.

The waiting started. Augie eind
his wife, Alice had planned a trip to
Wisconsin that weekend, but they
waited a few extra days before
finally leaving. They had about
given up hope, but just to be on the
safe side they asked neighbors to
watch out for a telegram. As fate
would have it, the wire arrived on
the day they left. A quick call by the
neighbor notified Augie in Wiscon
sin. The bidder had to be down by
noon the next day to accept owner
ship or the second bidder would be
notified. Again, luck or fate pre
vailed. Augie returned just in time
to accept ownership of the
Wurlitzer.

A rock concert was planned for
the weekend in the Capitol and the
console had to be removed by the
very next day. Arrangements were
made, and it was taken out with the
help of two men Augie rounded up.
The console was in the back stage
area, cable cut through, ready for
removal via the back door. The

theatre had no console elevator so
the keydesk was always in "Up"
position.

Posting the required bond, Augie
began work on removing the organ
after business hours. The Capitol
was a beautiful atmospheric type
house, emulating an Italian village
under stcury skies. There were three
organ chambers to be cleaned
out—Solo, Main on one side, and
an Echo on the other. The Solo euid
Main actually were in the same
large concrete room, but each was
enclosed in its own wood box with
shades facing outward.

The chamber within a chamber
was probably a cost cutting mea
sure. But it was later to be repeated
in Miami's Olympia Theatre.

Pipework was removed first and
stored in Augie's garage space at
his apartment building. Obviously,
the organ couldn't be erected in the
apartment. The Edelmann family
would have to move. Even though
the apartment was huge, the neigh
bors would probably not appreciate
having an organ installed in their
building.

Augie started looking for a suita
ble house. Several were inspected,
each lacked the qualities needed.
Augie wanted a house set apart
from other homes, and he wanted
the design to allow for expansion.

Just about to call it quits one day,
he decided to look at one last house
before returning home. This one
was perfect! It had a huge yard and
an adjacent lot which Augie also
bought. Here was a place where
surely no neighbors would be
disturbed.

The removal of the organ
required four and one-half months.
One chamber had a thirty-foot
ladder, straight up, to get into it.
Augie constructed a slide ramp
down to the stage. It had an
extended platform to hold six men
and supported a weight of 6,000
pounds. Down this slide came a five
rank chest with a board nailed
under the magnets to protect them.
Drilled holes in the chamber ceiling
supported a chain fall which helped

kiiOL.
ALICE'S WANGERIN pipework fits into the chamber with the Wur
litzer. Some portions of the ceiling had to be raised to accommodate
the Wurlitzer tall pipes.

move the piano and more
windchests.

Paul Lewis helped out with
advice on organ removal. Five
other people, including Bill Berry
and Roland Prase, aided the pro
ject. Augie took extensive photos of
the theatre so after removal of the
Wurlitzer was accomplished he
could restore the decorative condi
tion if it was needed.

Two more lucky incidents hap
pened during this time. One day
Augie noticed a windline heading
outside of the chamber. He climbed
out on a ledge to trace it down and
discovered the Glockenspiel. It was
not visible from any angle except
the ledge. Also, the owner of the
theatre came by one day with a
large box. He explained to Augie
that the man who took care of the
organ had removed all of the top
ends of the ranks and put them
away so they would not become
"midnight organ supplies". The
owner almost forgot about the box.
Can you imagine what it would

have cost in time and money to
replace those top ends?

After studying how best to plan
for the installation in his house,
Augie realized that a new addition
would raise his tax bracket too
much. Here again luck was with
him in the way the garage was con
structed. It would work out perfectly
to convert the garage into a
chamber since the level of the gar
age floor was three feet below the
level of the house.

Another lucky break was the
twelve-foot ceiling in the garage.
Perhaps the designer of the house
was an organ fan. It couldn't be
coincidence, or could it? All that
needed to be done to the gafage was
to insulate it, raise portions of the
ceiling to fit a few tall pipes and
install the swell shutters from the
theatre in the wall between the gar
age and the living room.

A decorative grille was put over
the shades. This grille fits together
with pegs—no screws or nails—a
very neat job.
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With the garage becoming an
organ chamber, a place was needed
for storage, especially since Augie's
wife Alice bought him seven ranks
of Gottfried pipes off a Geneva
organ to add to the Wurlitzer in the
future. The problem was solved
when Augie built a barn where
extra organ parts, and eventually
horses, could be kept.
The blower and relays were

installed in the basement under the
house. It is a 7V2 horsepower
Spencer with a 12-volt DC genera
tor attached and supplies 15 inches
static pressure at 1750 RPM.
Garry Rickert built an add-a-phase
for an additional 220-volt blower.

One day Augie's son said he
knew of a pipe organ to purchase.
Alice asked him to find out where it
was and suggested they check it out
together. For Alice it was love at
first sight, and Augie purchased the
seven rank Wangerin with Ver-
linder self player for her Christmas
present. One year later the Wan
gerin was playing for Christmas at
the Edelmann home.

Two manuals with unified ranks
of Vox Humana, Flute, Salicional,
Diapason, Dulciana and Vox
Celeste, a trumpet was added later
to the Wangerin. The ranks are
installed with the Wurlitzer pipe
work in the spacious garage
chambers. The 2 horsepower
Spencer blower is in the basement
with its relay system. The Verlinder
player unit will take a variety of roll
sizes including piano rolls.

Humorously, the two instru
ments are called "His" and
"Hearse" because the Wangerin
came out of the Peterson Funeral
Parlor. A visitor to the Edeimann's
was so impressed with "Hearse"
she wanted Alice to name her price,
actually • offering to trade the
'Caddy' she was driving for the
organ. However, Alice turned the
offer down because the organ was
so unique and gave her much plea
sure, It would have been hard, per
haps impossible to find another to
take its place.

Augie has been very busy these
past few years building a new kit
chen, a new bathroom and helping
out on numerous organ projects. All
this has sidetracked getting the 260
playing. He ordered a new Pos-
thorn in 1976. Moller did the work
on it, and the Wurlitzer now has the
following ranks:

Posthorn, Tuba, Open Diapa
son, Solo Tibia, Main Tibia, Cla
rinet, Saxophone, Solo String, Viol
de Orchestre, Viole, Viole Celeste,
Oboe, Quitadena, Flute, and two
Vox Humana.

An echo chamber is located in a
bedroom right off the living room.
For the present, the main Tibia and
Vox Humana 11 are in this
chamber.

Located in the barn is the Wood
Diaphone from the original installa
tion. Augie felt the rank would just
be too much organ for the house.
The console has been compl^ely
redone, complete with new
expanded backboard for expanded
second touch and amplex switches
for Vox, Flute and Strings. All stop
tablets and keyboards are new or
restored. The instrument contains
extra couplers, including Great to
Great 5-1/3, Solo to Great at sub
octave, and Solo to Solo 5-1/3.
The only project left on this 260

is hooking up the wind lines and
turning it on. This event should take
place sometime this year. Augie's
most recent project has been the
refinishing of his wife's Kimball
piano, a 7V2 ft. grand. So far he has
installed new keys and refinished
and reveneered all of the wood. The
piano was another gift from Augie
to Alice in 1950. It was 25-years-
old then.

Very soon now "His" will join
"Hearse" as a playing instrument,
and when the piano is finished, trios
can be played using all three instru
ments. And just think—the neigh
bors will never know. What a
feeling to be free to play at any time,
at any volume with never a thought
of disturbing anyone!

HEARSE AND UNUSED DIAPHONES—Alice Edelmann was
responsible for "finding" the two-manual Wangerin, pictured left,
that was installed prior to erecting the Capitol Wurlitzer in the
Edelmann chambers. Console has player unit behind music rack.
Wood Diaphones, pictured above in theatre chamber area, were not
included in residence installation because of their tonal power.

NO NAILS OR SCREWS were put in this organ grille fronting the
Edemann chamber area. It comes apart like a puzzle. Wangerin
console is in left foreground.

AUGUST EDELMANN sits at the 260 Special Wurlitzer console
from the Capitol. It now sports a modem music rack and new
backboard.
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WURLITZER'S CINCINNATI HEADQUARTERS in 1910 was this
building and the upper floors of the one adjacent. Apparent added
decorations on the outside were in honor of American Federation of
Musicians who must have been holding a convention in the city at the
time. Like other Wurlitzer locations, this early store was tall and

WURLITZER! The very name has always managed to pique the
interest of organ buffs in present day events involving theatre pipe organs.
The name has had similar effect through many decades—it was a house
hold word—and during the silent film era and several years following the
advent of talking pictures it signified the ultimate in tonal quality and
workmanship, and the finest in musical presentation when an artist of
concert calibre was seated at a Wurlitzer console in a movie palace.

Today, Wurlizer continues to command attention. It is true that Robert-
Morton, kimball, Kilgen, Marr & Colton and other builders produced fine
instruments, but the Wurlitzer name usually overshadowed competitors
and mciintained dominance in the field. In fact, when reference was made to
any theatre organ by those not well informed about the many builders of
such instruments, they were identified as being "Wurlitzers."

The slogan used by the firm in many of their theatre pipe organ advertise
ments published in leading theatrical kade journals stated: "Built Up To An

"SiSiiTU iinrilMRStW
(IHD uurriiiuHt cng tSd
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ANOTHER TALL AND NARROW building served Wurlitzer in San
Francisco. This photo, taken in the thirties, shows the store front with
its theatre-style marquee that gave the appeeu'ance of a movie palace
facade. Large roof sign proclaiming 'Wurlitzer Pianos Victrolos Musi
cal Instruments' extends length of Wurlitzer edifice and also that of
corner building to left.

Ideal, And Not Down To A Price".
Wurlitzer produced an entensive variety of musical instruments and sold

them in their many stores established in leading cities coast-to-coast. The
tsill and narrow Wurlitzer Buildings —it seemed the company had a
penchant for occupying such structures, possibly associating the sky
scraper image with the suggestion that the firm was far and away highly
superior to competitors—were found in central city areas where foot traffic
was heavy. The many floors afforded studio space to display all kinds of
instruments, including their theatre and residence pipe organs.

In addition to their tall building on South Broadway in Los Angeles, the
firm also leased rooms at the posh Ambassador Hotel, then the leading
hotel in the city, for studio space in which to demonstrate their residence
organs. These instruments were advertised extensively in magazines with
'snob appeal'. Some of the journals were House Beautiful, House and

Continued on page 36
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THIS MIGHT HAVE BEEN the
grand salon or large living room
of a wealthy individual during
the 1920s except for the fact
that it was WurliTzer's studio for
residential instruments in the
Ambassador Hotel, on Wilshire
Boulevard in Los Angeles. Just
how many rooms were part of the
complete studio set up is not
known, but there was more than
one model residence organ
installed and playable for pros
pective customers.

FACTORY STUDIO for the
Wurlitzer player organ console
used to demonstrate rolls cut by
famous organists who made
them for the firm. This studio
room also served another pur
pose according to Wurlitzer
employees who were aware of it.
Famey Wurlitzer signed more
contracts for theatre organs in
this room than he did in his
office. Apparently he enjoyed
being in the room which does
have an air of tranquility. The
organ is now the property of
Dean McNichols and is installed
in his Downey, California
residence.
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TWO WURLITZER PRODUCTS are displayed in this Ambassador
Hotel studio, the two-manual upright console and grand piano. The
furnishing of this studio is not quite as elaborate as that wherein the
three-manual upright console is installed, but is is suggestive of a fine
residence.

WURLITZER—continued from page 34
Garden, and Connoisseur.

For a short time, Wurlitzer also had a Style 235, 3/11 Unit Orchestra
installed in the world famous Cocoanut Grove night club in the
Ambassador.

But for the residence organ the rooms in the hotel were lavishly furnished
and decorated in the mode of a living room or salon or music room of a
stylish mansion. Judging by the photos of the rooms in the Ambassador
reproduced on this and following pages, the effect conveyed was impressive
to the 'nth degree.

In his extensive research for the theatre organ encyclopedia he is author
ing, Organman David Junchen visited Wurlitzer headquarters in DeKalb,
Illinois last September. He was permitted to see old files that had long been
relegated to storage and not looked into for many years. He found photo
graphs of consoles, theatre installations, factory views and studio locations.
Some of these are published with this article. Others will appear next month.
Most of the material located by Junchen has already been earmarked for
publication in his books.

The photos are reminders of the magnificence of an era that is now
history and very likely will never be experienced again. It was part of
Americana of the roaring twenties and the early thirties prior to the onset of
the Great Depression that brought it to a close.

It must also be noted that still another book will soon make its appear
ance dealing with this fabled era. It is a volume on the residence organ in
America and provides an in depth review of the flowering of the instrument
as it was adapted for the home, or rather, the mansion since few of these
expensive units were ever installed in Mr. Average Man's home. The

residence organ was a status symbol for most, actually enjoyed by all who
instcdled them and unequalled as an entertainment medium in the lavish
spending by America'a millionaires.

Wurlitzer, along with most other builders, were highly competative in
attracting the public to purchase their instruments.

IT'S OUT!
OUR CO^lPLETE 68-1- PAGE CATALOG

ILLUSTRATED WITH CURRENT PRICE DATA!

SEND $4.25 TODAY

I  ARNDT ORGAN SUPPLY COMPANY |
?  1018 LORENZ DRIVE - BOX 129 Sj  AN KEN Y, IOWA 50021 |



Junchen List Solves Organ
Installation Questions

Console readers have been sending David Junchen additions for his
theatre organ builder lists since the feature was started several months ago.
It is interesting to note that in addition to finding more theatres where organs
were installed, the lists prepared by Junchen are answering questions
concerning news about early day theatres that are written up in ecurly
theatriceJ trade journals.

In one issue of Motion Picture World—June 1917, to be exact—an
• advertisement from a Chicago newspaper is reproduced in reduced size and
difficult to read, but theatre names were clear enough to raise the
question—what kind of organs did they have? Junchen's list published in
this issue revealed that the Biograph, Colonial, Crawford, LaSalle, Lexing
ton, Oakland Square, Paramount and Vitagraph all had Wangerin organs.
Other Chicago theatres listed in Junchen's column below did not appeeu* in
the advertising.

Readers having additional information about theatre organ installations
are asked to contact Junchen to give him the facts which he will include in
this Encyclopedia of Theatre Pipe Organ. It is scheduled to be published by
Showcase Publications early next Summer. He may be contacted either by
calling (213) 795-2898, or writing 280 East Del Meir, Suite 311, Pasad
ena, California 91101.

SCHUELKE

IOWA

Dea Moinea:

Garden Theatre, 3/?
Star Theatre, 2/?

(tubular, detached console)
State Theatre, 2/?
MASSACHUSETTS

Northhampton:
Strand TTieatre, 2/?

MISSOURI

Kanaaa City:
10th Street Theatre, 2/?

MONTANA

Hamilton:

Liberty Theatre, 2/8
Helena:

Cutler's Antlers, 2/10
WISCONSIN

La Croaae:

Bijou Theatre, 2/16
(tubular, detached console)

Milwaukee:
Alhambra Theatre, 2/14
American Theatre, 1/?
(with player)

Butterfly Theatre, ?/?
Lexington Theatre (Franklin), 1/?
(with player)

Parkway Theatre, 2/7
Princess Theatre, 2/7
White House, 2/7

WANGERIN

ILLINOIS

Chicago:
Biograph Theatre, 2/7
Bird Theatre, 2/7
Colonial Theatre, 7/7

Crawford Theatre, 2/7
Hamlin Theatre, 7/7
La Salle Theatre, 2/8
Lexington Theatre, 7/7
Madison Theatre, 7/7
Madlin Theatre, 7/7
Oakland Theatre, 2/8
Palm Theatre, 2/7
Paramount Theatre, 2/7
Vitagraph Theatre, 2/7

IOWA

Eatherville:

Grand Theatre, 2/7
MICHIGAN

Eacanaba:

Delft Theatre, 7/7
MINNESOTA

Minneapolia:
Saxe Theatre, 7/7
Strand Theatre, 2/26

Rocheater:
Empress Theatre, 3/107

Winona:

Colonial Theatre, 2/16
MISSOURI

Kanaaa City:
New Center Theatre, 7/7

NEW JERSEY

Jeraey City:
Apollo Theatre, 7/7

Paaaaic:

Rialto Theatre, 7/7
NEW YORK

Manhattan:

Costello Theatre, 7/7
Harlem Strand Theatre, 7/7

PENNSYLVANIA

Scranton:
Regent Theatre (Palace), 7/7

THANKS...
The Console is indebted to Terry Helgesen of Hollywood, California, for

use of his excellent collection of Capitol Theatre photographs used in the
special feature published this month. He has one of the greatest assembliges
of theatre photographs to be found anywhere in the world and constantly
seeks additional photos to add to it. His generousity in making them
available to The Console throughout the years is noteworthy, as much as it
is appreciated. Brother Andrew Corsini, Theatre Historical Society official,
has also made available photographs for this and other features that have
been published in the Console. Loan privileges are maintained between
Theatre Historical Society and The Console on a reciprocal basis, which is
beneficial to both publications. Feature reporter Tom McNeeley provided
photos of the Augie Edelmann installation and several color prints of the
Capitol Theatre. Other Capitol photos and floor plans are from The
Console collection.

WURLITZER SHOCKED—Continued from page 3
year, the Compemy has paid down $9.5 million of debt to its major lender,
the First National Bank of Chicago, reducing this debt from $23.5 million
to the present revolving level of $14 million.
Even though the Company will report a substantial loss for the current

quarter, costs have been significantly reduced, lowering the breakeven
point by 30 percent in the past year.

Additionally, the Company has introduced new piano and electronic
products that are beginning to develop incremental sales in the music
industry's tight marketplace.

Howell seud,"The Time magazine article dealt Wprlitzer and its dealers a
heavy and undeserved blow just as we are beginning to look like winners in
this tough recession fight.

Contrary to Time's negative report, Wurlitzer has survived the recession
and is in fighting trim for the future."

It was also noted in the magazine that Wurlitzer had closed heilf its 42
company-owned retail outlets. The zinswer to this is that Wurlitzer has been
selling Company stores to independent dealers, adding to its strong network
of over 800 domestic dealers.

Even theatre organs entered the magazine's inacurate reporting by
stating: "Although the 8000-pipe 'Mighty Wurlitzer' at Manhattan's
Radio City Music Hall...", Wurlitzer corrected the pipe figure by stating—
"The 58-remk Mighty Wurlitzer cont£uns approximately 4450 pipes.
Although this discrepancy is not as significant as ones relating to the
foregoing facts, it may be indicative of the fact gathering competence
employed for the entire article."

About the only notation of any worth in the magazine article stated: "For
more than a century, the name Wurlitzer has been a household synonym
for high-quality musical instruments, from grand piemos to the imposing
wood and gold-leaf scroll organs that boomed across sports stadiums and
camival midways..." And then the Radio City instrument was mentioned.

Just how well known the Wurlitzer Company was during the golden age
of the theatre pipe organ—or better still, the fabled twenties and early
thirties—is illustrated in a nostalgic feature published in this issue beginning
on page 34. The photographs are some that have not been seen in many
years.

Wurlitzer's image won extra brilliance with the renaissance of the theatre
pi|>e organ and formation of meuiy clubs that steurted with the advent of the
high fidelity recordings. There is no doubt that the great musical firm will
long be remembered for these magnificent instruments, and who knows
what the future holds in store. Perhaps there may be a new eind exciting
development that will someday bring forth another Wurlitzer to capture
the imagination and enjoyment of the masses.

Waahington:
Regent Theatre, 7/7

WISCONSIN

Burlington:
Crystal Theatre, 7/7

Green Bay:
Saxe's Strand Theatre, 7/7

LaCroaae:
Majestic Theatre (Rivoli), 2/22

Milwaukee:
Alhambra Theatre, 2/7
Downer Theatre, 2/7
Juneau Theatre, 2/7
Merrill Theatre, 2/7
Palace Theatre, 2/7
Riviera Theatre, 2/7
Savoy Theatre, 2/7
Saxe's Grand Theatre, 7/7
State Theatre, 2/7
Strand Theatre, 2/7

WELTE

CALIFORNIA

Arcadia:
Baldwin res., 2/7

Death Valley:
Scott/s Castle, 3/15

Downey:
Downey Theatre, 2/7

Hollywood:
J. A. Evans res., 2/10
W. J. Kraft res., 7/7
W. Q. Patten res., 7/7
Hollywood Playhouse, 2/10

Loa Angeles:
Barker Bros. Auditorium, 3/10
(Also had big concert organ
in grand foyer)

Commercial Club, 7/7
Coliseum Theatre, 5/205
(never built)

Pasadena:
T. L. Warner res., 3/21
J. H. Eagle res., 7/7

San Pedro:
Mrs. Belle Maloy res., 7/7

Santa Monica:
Club Casa Del Mar, 2/10

IOWA

Dea Moinea:

residence, 7/7
ILLINOIS

Wilmette:

Village Theatre, 2/8
NEW JERSEY

Red Bank:

Strand Theatre, 7/7
Englewood:

Englewood Theatre, 3/7
(with player)

NEW YORK

Brooklyn:
YMCA, 7/7

Bronx:
Wakefield Theatre, 3/12
Rosedale Theatre, 3/7

Bronxville:

Bronxville Theatre, 3/7
Manhattan:

Temple of Music 3/7
(Hammerstein Theatre)

Eagle Theatre (3rd Avenue), 7/7
Col. Kerrigan res., 7/7
residence, 7/7
Village Studio, 7/7
(1658 Broadway)

Welte Studios, 4/38
Port Cheater:

Capitol Theatre, 3/7

Continued on page 43
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RECORDS IN REVIEW
by Ralph Beaudry

GEORGE WRIGHT—Paramount Organ Premiere
For the November 7, 1981 premiere of the four-manual, 27-rank Wur-

litzer in Oakland's pristine art deco Paramount Theatre there was a
standing room only crowd as well as contingents of organists and organ
buffs from across the United States.

Here is the record made live at that event. Reactions to the performance
at the premiere were mixed although no one faulted the sound of the organ.
Several organ buffs expressed the feeling the program was not "electric".
This reviewer was at the premiere and shared that feeling. Therefore, some
time was spent in careful listening to earlier George Wright records, as well
as numerous listenings to this album, before attempting to write this review.

First, it should be noted George Wright has over 40 records issued during
the past 30 years (this does not include the Reader's Digest set nor other
"reissues"). This record is only the third live Wright performance on discs
(Dot Records issued a Rialto Theatre live show—Dot 25712—made on
the 2/10 Wurlitzer in 1966 and Lurite Records—L-112—has one side
recorded live at San Gabriel's Wurlitzer in October, 1976).

Both the Dot and Lurite albums contain some of Mr. Wright's introduc
tory remarks to each selection—on the current issue only House Manager
Peter Botto's introduction of George, the rapidly faded out applause at the
end of each number, plus the usual unavoidable audience noises give you
that live "you are there" feeling. Part of a Wright concert are his comments
to the audience and it is missed on this record.

Second, George has recorded previously at least eight of the selections
on this disc (although severed appear here in medleys as opposed to
full-length treatments on other albums). Almost without exception the
tempo in each selection is somewhat slower on this record. But, one must
remember, the other albums were made on studio installations and this
album was recorded in a 3,000-seat house! An interesting comparison is
The Boy Next Door which appeared on Wright's first Hi-Fi Record—it's
quite different, yet you know it is a full-blown Wright arrangement!

Lastly, this organ has not been heard before (and I know of no records
made on the original Paramount organ). Both live and on this record is one
of the largest current Wurlitzer installations.

It's a bright instrumnent but certainly not a "screamer". In fact, the
"darker" colors of the organ tend to predominate! It's a lush instrument with
a nicely sobbing Solo Tibia and eight sets of Strings.
The organ's resources are well demonstrated and you would have no

trouble identifying the artist in a "blindfold test". What appears to be
missing on the record are the "fun things" which spice up a Wright concert!
On the record it is not so noticeable for the medleys contain a great variety
in tempo and ryhthm and the other numbers are Geroge Wright in his
ballad-best!

The album contains five cuts on the first side and four on the second. Side
one actually contains Paramounl On Parade as a part of the opening
selection / Got Rhythm and the last cut ("Some Harry Warren Songs")
includes 42nd Street, ShufRe Off To Buffalo and an exquisite Shadou)
Waltz and Lullaby of Broadiuay for a nine-selection total.
The second side opens with music from Flying Down To Rio (including

the title tune Orchids In The Moonlight and Carioca) and closes with Hats
Off To Berlin which has four of his best, though not often heard, and that
makes a nine tune total also—so the album contains 18 numbers in all.
Two unusual and delightful selections are the Lennon/McCartney Nor

wegian Wood and, what is billed as The Voice of the Organ but is, in
reality, the old time organists' trick of having a human voice added—in this
case Luana DeVol in the main chamber—on Little Sir Echo. It was one of
the 'hits' of the live performance.
The other selections are The Boy Next Door, Dancing in the Dark and

Creole Love Call. The last comes as close as anything on the record to what
might be called "fun time at the console". Why the mixed feelings about the
premiere? Maybe some of us have listened to GW for so many years on
records and in live performances we have forgotten just how good he is! It's
as simple as that.

His excellent technique and registration and, above all, good musical
taste are all here. And, while the sound could be compared to his Fox
recordings, it's obviously a different organ in a different house and, in its
own way, it is equally as thrilling! The album is highly recommended.

Order at $ 10 per copy from Banda Records (see address in advertise
ment on this page).

Grandchamp Has Two Recordings
Since 1974 Mike Grandchamp has been featured organist at Cicero's in

Edina, Minnesota, playing a three-manual Barton. In late 1975 he
acquired Wurlitzer Opus 1745 (a Style H, 3/10) to install in a specially
constructed addition to his home in Minnesota.
The Wurli was originally in the American Theatre, Roanoke, Virginia,

i

ATTRACTIVE—Mike Grandchamp's residence organ studio in Min-
netonka, Minnesota shows electronic organ not diagramed in drawing
on next page. Swell shades for the Wurlitzer are installed horizona-
tally and open toward the ceiling.

and Mike informed me he has retained the original voicing and regulating,
altho' several couplers and additional unification have been added to the
console. Also, a Knabe reproducing grand has been added to the
installation.
The pipework is installed in a single chamber and percussions arranged

around the listening area a la "pizza parlor" fashion. This room is 26 by 22
feet and has a vaulted ceiling. Results on these two tapes are reminiscent of
the Replica Studio Organ sound. It's GREAT! It's also one of the mellowest
organs this reviewer has ever heard and Mike has made assurance rever
beration was added only to the vocal selections and no overdubbing was
used.

A Salute to the Big Band Era—Not since Bill Thomson'sA Quiet
Evening With The Mighty Wurlitzer (recorded on Bud Wittenberg's Style
216, now the Loyola-Marymount school organ) has this reviewer listened

GEORGE
WRIGHT

PARAMOUNT ORGAN
PREMIERE

Recorded live in concert on

November 7,1981 on the occa
sion of the inaugural of the
Wurlitzer pipe organ of the
Paramount Theatre of the

Performing Arts, Oakland,
California, coinciding with the
50th Anniversary of the open
ing of the theatre.

GREAT THEATRE ORGAN ARTISTRY

45 Minutes 17 Selections

$10 USA ■ $12 CANADA
! ̂  Postpaid

BANDA RECORDS

p. 0. BOX 392 • OXNARD, CA • 93032
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THE GRANDCHAMP STUDIO: a—Main Chamber; b-SoIo
Chamber; c—Cable and ducts to relay and blower in basement;
d—Swell Shades (shaded area); e—Chrysoglotl; f—Toy Counter;
g—Bass Drum; h—Wurlitzer console; i—Glockenspiel, Xylophone,
Chimes, Sleigh Bells (diagonally shaded area); j—Piano Room mea
surements are shown in the drawing.

to a more thoroughly satisfying album for relaxing listening. Don't expect
big band arrangements, loud and brassy, for these are Big Band songs
played for the enjoyment of the excellent melodies and magnificent solo and
ensemble voices of this Wuri. Mike displays a marvelous sense of rhythm in
both ballads and up-beat tempo tunes...the pedal is understated but ̂ e beat
is there. His use of percussions and piano, as well as an automatic rhythm
unit is always in good taste. In short, this is a good tape to introduce the '1
can't stand pipe organs' crowd.
Twelve numbers in all, running a little over 35 minutes, leaves you

wanting a bit more on some of the selections. Perhaps a key change and
second chorus in a different rhythm or a change in tempo.

The Phantom...and other fun songs—If you want all your pizza parlor
favorites on one album this could be it. Again, it's done n Mike's home
Wurii and you won't be jarred out of your socks by the percussions.
Selections are those Mike has the most requests for at Cicero's so he starts
off with a "trip through the organ" playing 76 Trombones. His Monster
Mash is not quite what you might expect. With the other items on this tape,
again, it runs abut 35 minutes of music.

Both tapes are available only on stereo cassettes at $8.50 each, postpaid
from Mike Grandchamp, 14712 South Giendale Road, Minnetonka,
Minn. 55343. Each tape comes with a descriptive brochure on Mike and
the organ.

First Closing Concert At Dendy Theatre
Redevelopment of the Dendy Theatre in Melbourne's suburban Brighton
area has set off a series of closing concerts that will be heard on the 3/15
Wurlitzer organ before it is removed. Owned by the Victorian Division of
the Theatre Organ Society of Australia, the instrument was originally
installed in the Capitol Theatre, Melbourne.

" PRESS PREVIEW—from page 4
j  and equally as entertaining. The

I  °— artist talked about making the
album and played it on the elabo-

—-— rale studio sound system.
Following his talk and demon-

—.H""''° '■ stration of the record, champagne
'  and hor d'oeuvres were served in

JZ. the garden and pool area of the
j  — Charles residence.

'  —r-T--- During the serving of refresh-
-- ■ [■ ments. Dr. Tall autographed copies

of his release for everyone in attend
□a,y.y.y,y,. □^^5-3 ktskks. 3006. The album is classical and

'  features in several selections artists
'  who appeared with the organist.

I:!!! information regarding Volume
!  _!! One may be obtained by writing
'f«gga!a Producer David A. Demers, 604
.L.Z™. rni r::! North Verdugo Road, Giendale,
-  Calif. 91206.

crew. Most,
Gordon Cornell corrected and Ralston highly

praised the crew during his concerts.
Sponsored by Ohio Valley for one show, and by the Scottish Rite

organization for two, Ralston's OVC performance, reviewed by Gordon
Cornell, Co-Vice Chairman, noted the show was well received.

On Friday, October 22nd, the Emery was fairly well filled—a few empty
reserved seats on the main floor, and about a half-filled general admission
balcony, making a preliminary attendance estimate of 1,000 in a house
seating 1,365.

Ralston performed very well, especially for a person more accustomed to
electronic organs than a big theatre pipe organ. He included several piano
numbers on stage, and his performance although a bit too talky, was
obviously enjoyed by everyone, judging from the applause.

One small detraction from its being a really first-class presentation was
the absence of a printed program of any kind. This writer feels that even
without a listing of selections, a program giving information about the
organ, the theatre, the Society and the all-important various credits, is very
desirable. Apparently much of the public felt so, too, considering the great
number of requests that were made.

The Emery Wurlitzer was first installed in Cincinnati's RKO Albee
Theatre, a 3/19. It was rebuilt by the extremely capable organ crew under
Tote Pratt and expanded to 26 ranks.

There had been one problem which occurred in tuning the instrument for
the concerts. OVC members Ken Aultz and Rich Kersting, who periodi
cally take care of the tuning chores, did not manage to complete their
concert tuning work which created an instrument quite out of tune with
itself. Ralston and Pratt spent most of the last avaiable hours finishing the
rest of the job, one requiring Pratt's climbing about in chambers, aggravat
ing his leg condition, putting him in bed and forcing him to miss the concert
himself. Ralston seemed to use every key on the console and every item in
the toy counter.

OHV Produces Emery Shows
Ohio Valley Chapter, a 100 percent volunteer operation, also presents

double feature classic films of the 30's-50's, and an occasional silent
photoplay nearly every Friday, Saturday and Sunday evening at the Emery
throughout the year unless preempted by other events scheduled by the
theatre owner, the University of Cincinnati.

A chapter member organist from a staff of about a dozen willing to
perform, plays for the half hour prior to the performance as well as during
20-30-minute intermissions between features.

The film portion usually begins with a vintage newsreel and color
cartoon. Admission for the entire evening, which runs between four and
four and a half hours, is only $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for children under
12—a bargain by any measure these days. Also available are soft drinks,
candy, snacks and "the world's best pop corn".

Ohio Valley hard-working volunteers are pround to be constantly expos
ing the public to theatre pipe organ and its wonderful music in this way.
Chapter Chairman Jim Teague is the booker of films for the Emery.
Co-Vice Chairperson Claire Lawrence lines up the staff organists and
dates.

OHV does not operate the Emery on weekends from Thanksgiving
through New Year's Day, which is historically a low attendance period.

A recent show at the Emery featured Bill Walters' 18-piece band on
stage following the showing of Orchestra Wiues which had Glenn Miller's
band. There was also Wurlitzer music played by Gene Wilson.

The chapter also sponsored a membership meeting at Rieger's Barn
where the 3/41 Moller/Estey, with its built-in player unit, was heard. Aside
trip on this excursion was a stop over at the home of Mickey and John
Gogle to see, hear and play the three-manual Kimball they have installed.
And the final event after a dinner at the Fireside Ristorante was an organ
concert by chapter member Rodney Barbour at the College Hill Presbyter
ian Church on the Schantz organ.

ORGAN-IZE YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
SEND THE CONSOLE TO YOUR ORGAN FRIENDS
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From Woodley's Theatre
To New Orpheum

Broadway's 800 block in downtown Los Angeles has an interesting
past for organ and theatre buffs. On one plot of ground there have been no
less than four theatres within two buildings. The first was Woodley's,
something a bit more than an old converted store building. The theatre
lacked a proscenium arch, but down front there was a small two-manual
classic Murray M. Harris drawknob console, and at each side of the movie
screen (which was nothing more than a painted portion of the back wall)
were two pipe front displays that masked the classic/concert instrument.
Even the display pipes probably were winded.
On October 20, 1917, movie mogul Mack Sennett leased the house

planning to name it after himself, the Sennett. However it somehow came to

be known as the Victory, which we see here on these two pages with the hale
and hearty milkmaid usherettes (without pails—Ed) standing out front and
on stage. Sennett added the proscenium and had the little old Harris classic
job rebuilt by the then fledgling Robert-Morton Pipe Organ Company, the
last successor to the Harris Company.
Mack Sennett made another change in announcing on September 10,

1920 that he would spend $100,000 on the Victory in a remodel job. He
did just that and towards the end of the year the theatre reopened as the
Mission. At the console of the Robert-Morton pipe organ was none other
than Jesse Crawford, who had taken leave of Sid Grauman up at Third and
Broadway where he had played the Million Dollar Theatre Wurlitzer. The
opening bill at the Mission was The Mark of Zorro starring Douglas
Fairbanks.
As the Mission the theatre enjoyed great success. It has been said the

new decor was quite beautiful—tinkling fountains, etc.— and would proba-

TA M E R I C A ' S MOST MODERN -
heatre Organ School

direction of EMIL VELAZCO former featured organist of Ij
STANLEY, PARAMOUNT, PUBLIX circuits and g

ROXY THEATRE. n

Call or n>rile for Booklel
Columbia Recording Arlisl;

£r3r VELAZCO organ studios -1658 Broadway, New VorR
EMIL VELAZCO, one of the nation's leading theatre organists during 1928 issue of Draposon. His foray into the educational field was also
the golden era of the theatre pipe organ, also operated a school for in direct competition to another famed Roxy organist, Lew White,
training theatre organists. This advertisement appeared in the April, who also had his school in New York City at the same time.



biy have been running today had it not been for a clause in the lease
agreement. In among the legal terminology was the stated fact that if
someone wanted to build a larger theatre, then the present house could be
razed and the new one constructed,

Well, while the Mission was enjoying its success, the Orpheum circuit
people, who had their own big two-a-day house up in the next block, were
thinking about a newer, larger, more handsome palace in which to present
their vaudeville. Apparently they knew or found out about the clause
because in 1925 the Mission was razed and in its place majestically rose the
new Orpheum where today is heard its rejuvinated Wurlitzer Style 240.

History pages recording the disposition of the Robert-Morton from the
Mission have been lost (or never were kept) and it is not known where this
instrument wandered off to. An interesting note about the new Orpheum is
the fact that when the theatre first opened it did not have an organ. Had
vaudeville not started its long, agonizing death march, there is a possibility
the house would never have had an organ installed. It was not until 1928,
several years after the theatre first opened, that the Wurlitzer was installed.
The palace was converted for films and stage attractions in 1928 and the
organ was ordered at that time.

Victory Had Two Orchestras
Accompanying the two photographs reproduced on these pages was a

brief article describing what had taken place:
Special Orchestra, New Decorations and Usherettes Make Appearance

at Victory—Believing the tempo of dramatic subjects or the feature of a
program can be made more pleasing with an orchestra specializing on
music suitable for subjects of that character has lead Arthur S. Wenzel to
introduce the second orchestra at the Victory Theatre. One orchestra is
maintained solely to play the incidental music necessary for comedies,
weeklies and short subjects in which jazz music is most appropriate. The
second orchestra plays the feature only. Each orchestra consists of eight
people, and the program is so arranged that they alternate every hour and a
quarter.

This is but one of the innovations introduced since Wenzel took over
management of the Victory about four weeks ago. Decorators have been
working nights in refinishing the interior of the theatre, making it one of the
coziest in Los Angeles. To properly celebrate the completion of this work,

Continued on page 43

IN APRIL 1928, the Philadelphia Fraternity of Theatre Organists
resumed their activities after a lapse of some season and are showing
considerable signs of life. The photo above shows a group of "stars" in
Philadelphia's theatre world. Standing left to right—Mr. William
Klaiss, of the Stanley; Mr. Leonard MacClain, Strand; Mr. D. Harry
McPoyle; Mr. Luberoff, of the Moller organization; Mr. William J.
Stewart; Mr. Harry Baraldi.Seated left to right—Miss Mabel Harlan;
Miss Jeanette Holenback; Mr. Otto Schmitt, president; Miss Hazel
Ford, recording secretary. No explanation was given about the photo
graph of the organ console in front of Miss Holenback.
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A Unique Estey Installation
Savarona, the largest Diesel Yacht afloat, contains an Estey Reproducing Organ. Mr.

Richard M. Cadwalader, Jr. of Philadelphia is the owner. Two of his homes also are
equipped with Estey instrinnents.

The Savarona when recently placed in commission stirred the motor-boating world, not
alone because of its size but because of its completeness. The organ presented a number of
problems. The installation has proved eminently satisfactory to the owner, the designer of
the yacht, and the builder of the instrument.

Estey Organ Company
VermontBrattleboro
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Scarce Reedless
Haskell Pipework

There were only a few of these
pipes built by Estey's famed Has
kell, who experimented with it as an
open pipe, a stopped pipe and as a
"Haskell"space saving construc
tion with equally good results.
There is a similar stop in the great
Atlantic City Convention Hall
organ called Gamba Tuba on 20-
inches wind pressure. This one
worked on a minimum of 15-inches.

Haskell also experimented with a
Reedless Tuba at 16' and 32'

pitches.
Up close the pipe sounds like a

big string, but when played with the
rest of the organ it is rather effec
tive. The tone is bright emd
powerful.

This particular pipe was part of
the Los Angeles Poly High Estey
organ, Opus 2225.

THEATRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY members on
their visit to the Youngstown Warner Theatre were
curious about other theatres they saw in the neigh
borhood. Several went so far as to try and gain entry
into the one pictured above. It had obviously been
closed for a long period, but the security of the
building was such that the bold ones couldn't budge
a weak-looking door. All they could do was voice
conjecture about the house. When they saw it, the

theatre carried the name Paramount. However, a
search in The Console Collection turned up this
photo of the theatre shortly after it was first
opened. It was the Liberty and looked as if it
attracted great patronage. The vertical sign, with
its light-globed sphere, undoubtedly served as a
nightime draw. The architect was none other thtin
C. Howard Crane.

VICTORY THEATRE—continued from page 41

Manager Wenzel has arranged for a reopening week even though the
theatre has not been closed. The new decoration scheme does away with
the dark walls which he believes made the theatre gloomy. Warm lighting
effects have been added, and artificial flowers, attractive drapes and
novelites of a minor character have been added.
These additions are clearly shown in the full page photographs of this

theatre appearing in this issue (we reduced them, slightly—Ed). It is worth
noting particularly the manner in which the placing of artificial flowers has
been carried out, and the costuming of the usherettes who are wearing neat
and cool-looking summer gowns, not two of which are alike. They also
have attractive though inexpensive summer hats, and the only way a visitor
to the theatre can tell they are employees of the house is that they carry a
flash light to aid in seating the people." (Note the rolled stockings on these
usherettes. Today theatre help usually can be identified when one usher/u
sherette stands talking to another fellow employee while patrons scramble
for seating at a popular theatre—Ed.)

NO OVER THE WAVES WALTZ—Some residential organs went to
sea, such as the Estey installed on this yacht. However, this one did
not turn out entirely as functional as the advertisement would have
you believe. When the vessel was underway, gliding up and over the
waves, the rolls did not track and consequently the player unit could
not be used. Manually, the organ was playable. After several years,
the organ was removed and sold.

Little Museum Could
Do Big In Big Apple

"If somebody could go up to
Deansboro, N.Y., with a giant
steam shovel, scoop up the Musical
Museum and bring it down to Man
hattan where the people are, the
place would draw a million visitors a
year. As it is, it gets about 15,000."
stated Bert Shanas, New York
columnist.

He noted the little-known
museum is 14 miles south of Utica
in the heart of the state's Mohawk
area and is loaded with one of the
world's finest collections of
hundreds of musical instruments of
yesterday. There are antique pipe
organs; hurdy-gurdies; melodeons;
music boxes and many other dis-
bnctive items.

The place w?is started in 1948 by
the father of /^rthur Sanders, who
runs it today with the help of his wife
and daughter. They also restore all
instruments put in the collection.

JUNCHEN LIST—

Continued from page 37

Yonkers:

Park Hill Theatre, ?/?
PENNSYLVANIA

Philadelphia:
Schubert Theatre, ?/?
Stonehurst Hills Theatre, 3/?

Pittsburgh;
H. J. Heinz Co. Auditorium

(with player)
RHODE ISLAND

Providence:

Mrs. E. J. Lownes res., ?/?
J. S. Holbrook res., ?/?



British Tried

Standardizing
The Console

In 1933, after a large number of
theatres had discontinued using
their pipe organs in the United
States, the British were just begin
ning to feature theirs in many new
theatres then under construction.

British organists and builders
apparently had discussed the prob
lem of standardizing theatre organ
consoles for some time and in the
December 7, 1933 issue of Ideal
Kinema and Studio is reported the
text of "Agreement Between
Organ-Builders and Musicians" for
"Standardising The Console". It
offers interesting reading and illus
trates what might have been
accomplished in the U.S. had orga
nists and builders taken the trouble
to make such plans during the
period theatre organs were used
almost exclusively for silent photo
play accompaniment.
"The problem of organ console

stadardisation was brought much
nearer a practical solution at a
meeting of the committee of the
Kinema Organists' Section of the
Incorporated Society of Musicians
held in November. It was attended
by representatives of the John
Compton Organ Co., Ltd., and the
Christie Organ Co., Ltd., and the
following specification relating to
the stcindardisation of the console of
a kinema organ was unanimously
agreed:
Measurement eind Layout

Console and Pedals: General
Measurements—According to
Royal College of Organists'
standard.

Standard Layout—Whatever
the specification, the lay-out should
be on standard lines. The stop
keyes should be in blocks, with
compartments definitely marked.
Manuals—The manuals should

be designated as follows:
Two-manual instrument—(1)

Accompaniment, (2) Great (and
Solo).

Three-manual instrument—(1)
Accompaniment, (2) Great, (3)
Solo.
Note—When the third manual is

merely a coupler-manual, it should
be so designated.

Four-manual instrument—(1)
Accompaniment, (2) Great, (3)
Solo, (4) Orchestral.

Note—In all cases, manuals are
numbered from the lowest upwards,
the stop-crescendo pedal to operate
on the second manual.
Stop Keys

For a two-manual instrument—
Left-hand block—pedals, centre
block—accompaniment, right-
hand block—great.

For a three-manual instrument—
Left-hand block—pedals, left-
centre block—accompaniment,
centre block—great, right-hand
block—solo.

For a four-manual instrument—

Left-hand block—pedals, left-
centre block—acompaniment,
centre block—great, right centre
block—solo, right-hand block—
orchestral.
Second Touch Stops and
Tremulants

Second-touch tops and tremu
lants should all be grouped separ
ately, immediately over the top
manual, reading from left to right in
the following order:—

Accompaniment—2nd Touch;
Great— 2nd Touch, Solo—2nd
Touch, Tremulants.

In each block of manual stops the
16ft stops should be placed at the
left-hand end of row, or, if there are
two rows of stop keys, the left-hand
end of bottom row; 8ft and 4ft stops
to follow.

Tonal percussions, non-tonal
percussions and couplers should fol
low immediately after the 2-ft. and
mutation stops in the following
order:

Tonal—Xylophone, Glockenspiel,
Orchestra Bells, Chrysoglott, Vib
raphone, Harp, Marimba, Chimes,
Pianoforte (16ft), Pianoforte (8ft),
Pianoforte (4ft). Non-Tonal—Bass
Drum (f), Bass Drum (p), Bass
Drum (roll), Side Drum (roll). Tri
angle, Cymbal (tap), Cymbal (roll).
Cymbal (crash).

Note—It is suggested that bass
drum euid side drum should be

separately available by stop key on
first or second touch.

Placing of Units
The order of units should be as

given below in all pitches:
Brass (including Tuba Mirabilis,

English Horn, Trumpet, Tuba
Horn, Diapasons, etc.), Tibias Vox
Humana, Wood Wind (including
Clarinet, Orchestral Oboe, Krumet,
Saxophone), Strings, Flutes.

In all cases a larger scale stop
should precede one of smaller scale
in each of the above sections.

Colours
All reeds — light red; all

couplers—black. All tonal percus
sion stops to have a black horizon
tal line between name eind pitch. All
non-tonal percussion stops to have
a red horizontal line under name, all
the rest—white. Black lettering on
red and white.
Swell Chambers

As far as possible, all units used
mainly for accompanying purposes
should be placed in a chamber con
trolled by the left-hand pedal. Stops
mainly used for solo purposes
should be placed in the chamber
controlled by the right-hand pedal.
The latter stops should be differen
tiated from the former by means of
a sfKJt over or on the stop keys.
Effects
Tonal percussions should be

placed in right-hand chamber, with
the exception of harp, vibraphone
and chrysogoltt, which should be
located with the non-tonal percus
sions in the left-hand chamber.
Touch—Depth and Weight

Depth of touch should be: First

Sunnybrook Promotes Organ Shows;
Larry Ferrari Plays Two Concerts

Larry Ferrari, Philadelphia theatre organist, presented "a magnificent
concert Sunday, Ocober 24th, on the U.S. Pipe Organ installed in the
bzillroom at Sunnybrook, Pottstown, Pa." It is reported he found the newly
installed harp a real thrill and enriched his renditions of songs in his
extensive repertoire.

Following Ferrari's show, Joe Harbach played during the cocktail and
dinner hours. Later the same evening, Jack Goodman, organist at the
Hershey Theatre, in chocolate Hersheytown, presented a short program
with the 85-voice Zion choral group, and a sing-a-long. Other artists who
played during the open console session were Bob Lent and George
Batman.

Ferrari For Christmas

Ferrari returns to Sunnybrook November 28th to play for the Christmas
Dinner Show Extravaganza. Starting at 4pm, the show opens and runs to 5
o'oclock when the cocktail and buffet are served. Ferrari will then contine
the show during the dinner hour. Later in the evening it will be open console
session for a sing-along.

Combination show and dinner ticket price is $17.50 which includes tax
and gratuity. Show ticket prices are $7.50 adults, $2,50 for children.

Old Tymers Nite To Be
Built Around Nolan, Kitts
A recent visit by Organist Buddy Nolan and a letter from Billy Kitts, both

of whom played the Sunnybrook organ when it was installed in the Lans-
downe (Pa.) Theatre has the management discussing presentation of both
artists and other organists who were part of the silent film era sometime next
year.

Nolan and Kitts both played the Lansdowne through many a movie and
intermission. Nolan, of course, is house organist at the Fort Wayne
Embassy. Kitts plays in New York City. The show would bring together the
two and other notables from the organ's past for a grand night of reminisc
ing with movies, sing-a-long and other surprises. It may be presented next
Spring.

touch—5/16 in., second touch—
plus Vs in. Weight of touch should
be: First touch—3'/2 oz., second
touch—plus 4V2 oz.
General Suggestions

1. Xyolphone and glockenspiel
should have a 42-note compass
from G to C.

2. A small red signal light should
be provided on or near to the con
sole to indicate when the blowing
apparatus is in action.
3.At least ten pistons should be

provided on each manual, the first
five being arranged to provide the
usucil build-up of tone.
The above specification marks a

distinct and important advance in
kinema unit organ construction, as
its adoption by proprietors and
organ builders will definitely sim
plify the console from which the
instrument is played by the
organist.
Advantage For All Parties
The standardisation of the lay

out will have the following
advantages:
(a) The organist can, without

previous long rehearsal (especially
the seventh-day deputy) give an
increased percentage of his ability
owing to simplicity of stop arrange
ment in the new system and know at
a glance the general lay-out of the
console, whether the instrument be
a two, three or four-manual orgcui.
(c) The proprietor secures an

even greater advantage, for this
model console is the result of sev
eral months' work by the leading
organists in the kingdom who, by

long practical experience, have
risen to the highest positions in the
craft of organ solo playing in the
kinema.
The conclusions which have

been embodied in this specification
are also agreed, to by the two lead
ing British organ builders and thus
represent the combined expert opin
ion which could not have been

bought without great cost emd
trouble.

Last, and by no means least, the
proprietor will get a much larger
percentage of the capabilities of the
instrument, for simplicity in control
meeins better technique, more
chance of showmanship, and an
improved interlude solo. In point of
cost, there will be no increase wha
tever, as the expense incurred in the
improvemnts will be offset by the
saving in standardisation.
The first "standard" organ con

sole has already been ordered for a
West End theatre where the John
Compton Organ Co. will install a
large eleven-unit three-manual
organ in the Prince's Theatre, Shaf-
tesbury Avenue, W., on December
18."

IllllllllllllllllllilllllUllllllllllllllllllllllilillli

Next Month!
A Grand Piano that played up to

16 ranks of pipes was used in thea
tres in the early part of this century.

IlllllilllllllllllllllllllllllJIIIIilllllllllllllillllll
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Roberson To
Dedicate Organ

Organist Gene Roberson will be
presented by the Orange County
Organ Society in their dedication
program of the Santa Ana High
School Robert-Morton pipe organ,
Sunday, December 12th at
2:30pm.

Under direction of Chris Timme,
crew chief, members of the society
have totally rebuilt the instrument
over the past three years. Those
who attended its 'sneak preview' on
September 26th were enthusiastic
about the excellent sound of the
instrument.

Santa Ana High is located at
520 West Walnut. Tickets for the
event are priced at $2 each and
may be ordered in advance from
Postoffice Box 2441, Cypress,
Cedif. 90630. Telephone informa
tion is available by calling (714)
543-9833 or 898-7582.

Flays Elxcellent Concert
On October 24th, Gene Rober

son played a spectacular concert at
San Gabriel Civic Auditorium, it
has been reported. "He absolutely
brought the house down when he
played Autumn Leaves with the
melody in the pedals, and a charm
ing bubbly accompaniment on the
manuals...in fact, the applause
went on for so long it appeared he
was taken aback," stated Betty
DeMille, an ardent organ buff who
attended the program.
"Roberson is not only oustanding

on pipe organ, but he is very much
'at home' on electronics," she con
tinued, "and he is also organist of
the 3,000-member Grace Brethern
Church in Long Beach. He is a tal
ent that should be heard by eve
ryone," she concluded.

Hyman Recording
For Pittsburgh

Jazz Man Dick Hyman, who last
year recorded Cincinnati Fats on
the Emery Theatre Wurlitzer, will
soon have another pipe organ
recording ready for release under
the sponsorship of Pittsburgh Area
Theatre Organ Society, it was
announced this month. He has
recorded the club-installed Wur
litzer at Keystone Oaks High
School. Release date will be
announced when master tape has
been approved.

yjiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiHuiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiui CARTER GETS

ACHTUNG! 1 RTOS PLAQUE

= Alles touristen and Non-technischen Lookens Peepers! =
= Das Machine control is nicht fur Gerfingerpoken und Mitten- =
= grabben. Oderwise is easy Schnappen der Springgenwerk, =
= Blownfuse, und Poppencorken mit Spitzensparken. Der =
= Machine is Diggen by Experien only. Is nicht fur Gerverken by =
= das Dumnkopfen. Das Rubbemeken Sightseenen Keepen das =
= Cottenpicken Hands in das Pockets. So Relaxen und Watchen =
= das Blinkenlight. =
SuutiinnniiiiiiniiimnimiuiiiiiiimmiiiiimiimiiiimiimiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiR

Beautiful Downtown Burbank
Doesn't Have A Movie House

Beautiful Downtown Burbank (Calif.) doesn't have a movie palace—
euid that bothers the city where there are more major motion picture studios
located than any other city in the country. There is only a single drive-in.
Mark McVickers, executive director of the Burbank Chamber of Com

merce claims it is no laughing matter. It embarrasses and puzzles boosters
who make the claim that the town produces 85% of the world's movies.
Mayor Mary Lou Howard has appointed a four-member committee to

lure an exhibitor to town.
This means a theatre must be erected. Perhaps the American Theatre

Organ Society, or some live-wire electronic organ club can convince such a
person to provide organ chambers for "added attractions".

Dennis James Plays Electronic
In Eastman Theatre For Anniversary

In celebration of the sixtieth anniversary of the Eastman Theatre, Dennis
James appeared at the console of a Rodgers electronic orgcm with the
Rochester Philharmonia, and the Eastman/Dryden Theatre Orchestra in a
program under sponsorship of the Eastmans School of Music. It was one of
a series of shows in the birthday celebration of this famous theatre that once
had a large concert Austin pipe organ which was used during the silent film
era.

Reporting the performance in The Bfoiuer.it was noted the electronic
instrument /ached the sonic power of which we are accustomed to at the
Auditorium TTicatre (which is prov ed by the 4/22 Wurlitzer—Ed).

WRIGHT PRESENTS SEMINAR IN SAN
On Sunday, November 21st at 2pm, George Wright presented a two

and a half hour entertaining lecture, fascinating techniques and spellbinding
demonstration of popular organ playing techniques at the California Thea
tre in San Diego.

Using the theatre Wurlitzer and a Conn 653 on stage, he demonstrated
both for the benefit of those attending the seminar.
An on-stage reception with wine and cheese followed the session. Regis

tration price for the seminar was $35 per person.

A CKNO WLEDGEMENTS
Console readers who have sent information this month are: Bruce W.

LaLanne 2ind Tom Owen, Los Angeles, Calif.,facts, figures and a sketch of
the Victory Theatre; William T. Benedict,Oak Park, 111.,information about
the Chicago Theatre; Miles Rudisill, Richmond, Va.,'This Is Nostalgia'
text; Dr. Martin F. Stoner, Pomona,Calif., Wurlitzer information; W.
Senton Cranberry, Laurel, Miss., VOX CATOE, Chicago, Illinois; The
Blower, RTOS, Rochester, N.Y; COS Newsletter, London, England;
Juanita Hilsenbeck, Massapequa, N. Y; L.A. Orpheum Wurlitzer Crew for
'Achtung'; Fran Verri, Pittsburgh Area Theatre Organ Society.

Just before intermission at his
concert for the Rochester Theatre
Organ Society, which was his spe
cial 60 Years of Chasing, Gaylord
Carter was presented with an
RTOS plaque by Program Chair
man Russ Shaner to commemorate
his 60 years in show business.

Its inscription read: The Roches
ter Theatre Organ Society Congrat
ulates Gaylord Carter on his
Sixtieth Year in Shoiu Business.
Presented October 23, 1982.

In addition to this presentation, a
statement was published in the
RTOS B/ou;er,official publication
of the society, that Carter's was a
"Good Show, Gaylord; and as was
seud during the presentations, we
hope we can present you with
another on your Seventieth!"

Maybe There's An
Organ Still In It?

Des Moines is saying goodbye
to the KRNT Theatre, a big, old pile
originally built by the Shriners and
seating 4,139 people. It had been
the scene of legitimate drama and
ended up being owned by a radio-
television firm. Cost of heating the
huge structure, a difficult and pecul
iar echo created havoc with patrons
who could not hear actors and sev
eral other drawbacks plagued the
house.
A wrecking permit has been

issued to level the 1927 structure.
Like most Shrine edifices, this one
might have a pipe organ. The news
release failed, however, to mention
what sort of "goodies" would be
pulled out before the house is pulled
down.

Hector Oliver Takes

Bride; Marriage In
Boston Cathedral

Theatre Organ's wedding of the
year took place in one of Boston's
largest churches. Trinity Cathedral
on September 12th when Interna
tionally famed Hector Oliver and
Allison became man and wife in a
beautiful ceremony. A friend of the
bride and groom played the 130-
plus rank Skinner organ and did
quite well.
There were many of the couple's

friends from Pittsburgh Area Thea
tre Organ Society in attendance.
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